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ABSTRACT 
Title of Thesis: A Study of Intercollegiate Soccer Data in 
the United States from 1905 to 1961 
Cornelius R. P. Cochrane Jr. 
Thesis Directed By: Dr. Marvin H0 Eyler 
While there have been several studies completed on the history of 
soccer in this country) the absence of complete and accurate records was 
frequently noted when attempting to trace various coaching and collegiate 
achievements in the sport. 
Therefore the general purpose of this study was: (1) to compile 
and record from the existing sources) as accurately and completely as was 
possible, an inclusive record of Intercollegiate soccer statistics in 
this country; (2) to study and analyze this data and to ascertain what 
implications, trends and conclusions) if any,, could be drawn from this 
information. 
The desired information was gathered essentially from the NCAA 
Soccer Guides, the North American Soccer Guides) Soccer Journal, various 
newspaper articles and from correspondence and interviews with retired 
coaches and charter members of the National Soccer Coaches Association. 
The assembled information was presented in tabular form, leaving blank 
the years and areas where data was unobtainable. The first thirteen 
tables showed the specific findings of the study and the final three 
tables illustrated certain comparisons and conclusions. 
The specific findings of the study were: 
(1) A complete list of National Championship teams for the 
years 1905 to 1961 was reconstructed. 
(2) A list of annual champions and the year of organization 
for twenty-one collegiate soccer conferences was compiled. 
(3) All-American teams from 1909-1910 to 1961 were obtained 
with the exception of the 1919 team list. There was no 
All-American team in 1918. 
(4) The names of the officers of the three national college 
soccer organizations that existed during the period 1905 
to 1961 were reconstructed. The names of the officers of 
the Intercollegiate Association Football League for 1905 
through 1913 and 1918 through 1920 were not obtainable. 
(5) A list of Honor Award recipients of the National Soccer 
Coaches Association from 1942 through 1961 was compiled. 
(6) There were thirty college coaches who had coached soccer 
for twenty years or longer during the period from 1905 
to 1961. 
(7) There were eighteen winstreaks of twenty or more consecutive 
soccer victories or ties during the years 1905 to 1961. 
(8) Eleven Olympic berths were earned by college players during 
the years 1924 to 1960. 
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THE PROBLEM FOR STUDY 
The sport of Association Football or Soccer, played 
and watched throughout the globe, is the national 
game in over fifty countries and is played in every civilized nation in 
1 the world. More than 200,000 persons watched Brazil win the World 
Championship in 1950 at Rio de Janeiro's Municipal Stadium, largest stadium 
in the world. 2 Heretofore relegated to minor sport status in the United 
States and seemingly destined to remain so for some time yet to come, 
soccer is nevertheless meeting with rapid and widespread acceptance in 
the colleges of this country. Branch Rickey, at the time Vice President 
of the St. Louis Cardinals some twenty-five years ago, stated: "Fifty 
years from now soccer will supplant football as it is now played in our 
3 
colleges." At the present time over 250 colleges list soccer as an inter-
4 
collegiate sport. As soccer continues to grow, the history and records of 
the game become of increasingly greater interest and assume more importance. 
The existence of accurate and permanent records of intercollegiate soccer 
is known to be scattered, incomplete and contradictory. 
1Don Minnegan, "Soccer, A Sport For All," Journal Of The American 
Association For Health, Physical Education And Recreatioi;,-23:7, October, 
1952. 
2Ibid., p. 7. 
3
william Graham, editor, ".Q. ~- Annual Soccer Guide and Record," 
(New York: William Graham, 1948), p. 15. 











While there have been several studies completed 
on the history of soccer in this country, the 
absence of complete and accurate records was frequently noted when 
attempting to trace various coaching and collegiate achievements in the 
sport. To this writer's knowledge there was no known compilation of 
intercollegiate soccer statistics available; such as coaching tenures, 
collegiate winstreaks, All Americans and Conference Champions. There-
fore, the problem involved in this study was to collect and analyze 
this data, so far as was possible, into an inclusive reference source 
covering the years 1905 to the present. 
GENERAL PURPOSE 
OF THE STUDY 
The general purpose of this study was: (1) to 
compile and record from the existing sources, 
as accurately and completely as was possible, an inclusive record of 
intercollegiate soccer statistics in this country; (2) to study and 
analyze this data and to ascertain what implications, trends and con-
clusions, if any, could be drawn from this information. 
SPECIFIC The specific objectives of this study were: (1) to 
2 
OBJECTIVES present a brief history of collegiate soccer in the 
United States as to geographical growth and including early soccer action 
prior to 1905; (2) to reconstruct the list of National Champions from 1905 
to the present; (3) to compile the list of National Officers of the Inter-
collegiate Association Football League from 1905 to 1925: the National 
Officers of the Intercollegiate Soccer Football Association from its 
inception in 1926 to the present; and the National Officers of the Soccer 
Coaches Association from its origin in 1941 to the present; (4) to co~pile 
the list of Honor Award recipients of the National Soccer Coaches 
Association from 1942 to the present; (5) to ascertain the longest 
collegiate winstreaks and coaching tenures in the United States; (6) 
to compile a list of the collegiate All-Americans from 1910 to the 
present and their representation by schools; (7) to trace the year of 
organization of the various collegiate soccer conferences and their 
champions over the years; (8) to gather a list of collegiate members of 




The study is significant in that to this writer's 
knowledge it is the first compilation of National 
collegiate soccer records. The study is significant in that it should 
provide interested persons with information on soccer records, as there 
is no complete and readily available source for collegiate soccer records 
in this country. The Executive Committee of the NSCAA has created a 
co:mnittee on History and Records with the writer as chairman. 
LIMITATIONS OF 
THE STUDY 
There was certain limitation of source material 
connected with this study. It was not possible 
to trace complete records in all areas of the study: i.e. the records 
were incomplete on All-Americans prior to 1941; there were no records at 
all for the 1918 season in any areas of the study; the names of the 
officers of the Intercollegiate Association were unobtainable prior to 
1914. Regarding the accuracy of the records: conflicts as to the National 
Championship teams and the longest winstreak appeared in the source 
material. The writer corresponded with five former coaches and referees 
in order to clarify and to ascertain additional information. Since the 
answering correspondence was based on individual recall as well as 
personal notes and newspaper clippings there were inconsistencies in 













To this writer's knowledge there have been no related 
studies on the subject of Intercollegiate Soccer 
records. There is a study underway in the Midwest 
which hopes to compile accurate win-loss records for soccer-playing 
institutions as part of a growth study on college soccer. 5 Graham states 
in his preface to the first (1948) annual Soccer Guide and Record: "This 
is believed to be the first attempt, though somewhat meager, to gather 
together United States Soccer Records, which have previously been scattered 
far and wide. It has often been urged that such a publication would fill 
a long felt want in a sport which is rapidly expanding." This publication 
however was designed to cover the amateur and professional soccer 
activities, and the collegiate records were inadequate until 1959. 
Barclay6 mentions the year of origin of the sport at various institutions 
from 1912 to 1919. No other studies could be located which related 
specifically to the topic under consideration. 
TERMINOLOGY For the purpose of this study the abbreviation NSCA 
applied to the National Soccer Coaches Association, which is the coaches' 
organization. The abbreviation ISFA applied to the Intercollegiate Soccer-
Football Association, the institutional organization. The abbreviation 
USSFA applied to the United States Soccer-Football Association, the 
national organization which controls all amateur and professional play 
and is affiliated with Federation Internationale de Football Association 
5Graham, .2.E· cit., p. 2 
6George D. Barclay, "Soccer: lli Development and Conduct." 
(unpublished master's thesis, Springfield College, Springfield, 1921) p. 24 
5 
or FIFA, the international group. The term Association when used without 
the preceding article 'the', was the name given to the sport prior to the 
use of the word soccer. 
PROCEDURE FOR 
SOURCE RESEARCH 
In locating materials that contained information 
relative to the study, the following reference 
sources were checked: 
1. The Card Catalog of the Library of Congress 
2. The Card Catalog of the Johns Hopkins University 
-----
3. The Card Catalog of the Enoch Pratt Free Library 
---
4. The Annual Bibliographies of Completed Research 
sponsored by the Research Council of the AAHPER 
5. Cureton's Guide for Tracing Research in Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation Fields, Research 
Quarterly, May, 1944 
6. Poole's Index to Periodical Literature 
7. New York Times Index to Subject Classification 
---
8. Research Quarterly Index 
9. Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature 
10. Microcard Bulletin, University of Oregon, 1959, 1960 
11. Index and Abstracts of Foreign Physical Education 
Literature, Phi Epsilon Kappa 
12. Cureton's Master's Theses in Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation 
13. Soccer Bibliography, NSCAA Coaching and Teaching 
Committee 
14. International Index To Periodicals 
15. Information Please Almanac 
16. World Almanac 
6 
Little pertinent information regarding the problem was available 
from the reference sources cited above. By illustration, the Information 
Please Almanac contained sport records for almost every conceivable 
athletic activity, yet listed nothing on collegiate soccer. 
Information was found to exist in the following sources: 
1. National Collegiate Athletic Association Soccer 
Guides; published annually since 1913 
2. United States Soccer Football Guide, published 
annually since 1948 
3. Soccer Journal (formerly Newsletter), the publication 
of NSCAA, issued quarterly since 1942 
The writer visited the University of Pennsylvania in order to 
examine the only complete collection of NCAA Soccer Guides; traveled 
to Philadelphia to search the files of the Newsletter and Soccer Journal, 
the publications of NSCAA; and was able to obtain all back issues of the 
USSFA Guides. It was essentially from these three secondary sources that 
the writer was able to trace, study and cross check for the information 
desired. However some records were unobtainable and contradictions 
appeared in others. 
Correspondence and interviews with retired coaches and referees 
and with charter members of the NSCAA took place in order that the writer 
might clear up the inconsistencies in secondary sources. However it was 
not possible to answer all contradictions. The writer noted these in-
consistencies and attempted to ascertain the correct item based on the 
available information. 
The assembled information was divided into topic headings leaving 
blank the years and areas where data was unobtainable and the writer 
attempted to fill these blanks as additional information was obtained. 
There were some years in which the statistics remained unavailable 
after all sources were examined. 
7 
CHAPTER II 
A BRIEF HISTORY OF INTERCOLLEGIATE SOCCER 
PRIOR TO 1905 Soccer was played in the American colleges as early 
as 1830, but under loose rules of play and little 
standardization of form. 1 In 1840 the game first appeared on the campus 
at Harvard, Princeton and Yale, and was played until the year 1862 when 
2 it was barred from Harvard and Yale as being too rough. 
South of New England, after the game had progressed through the 
early years on an intramural basis, the first intercollegiate game of 
soccer was played between Princeton and Rutgers in 1869, and won by 
Princeton 6 goals to 4. 3 American football also claimed this starting 
date and as the game was reconstructed it became apparent that both sports 
could logically do so, for though the ball was propelled downfield with 
the feet and the hands, and not carried, the use of mass blocking and gang 
4 
tackling was allowed. From the Princeton-Rutgers game modern football 
and soccer evolved, with football becoming the more popular activity and 
soccer gradually disappearing from the campus until around 1901. 
In 1900 the Cricket Clubs of Philadelphia began to play soccer 
as a winter pastime, under the sponsorship of George W. Orton, and there 
1Earle Waters, John Eiler, A. E. Florio, Soccer (Annapolis: 
United States Naval Institute, 1950), p. 5. 
2
william Graham, editor,".!!·~. Annual Soccer Guide And Record, 
(New York: William Graham, 1948), p. 12. 
3nean Hill, Football Through The Years (New York: Gridiron 
Publishing Company, 1940), p. 11, citing personal correspondence of 
this author; letter from John W. Herbert, a participant in that early 
game, April 28, 1933. 
4 Loe. cit. 
9 
is record of a soccer game that year between the Belmont Cricket Club 
and Girard College (school). 5 In 1901 Haverford College, Delancey School, 
and the Cricket Clubs of Merion, Belmont, and Germantown all fielded 
soccer teams, and in 1902 a Cricket Club League was established, with 
6 First and Second Division Clubs and home and home games. The original 
membership of this league consisted of Belmont, Merion and two teams from 
Germantown. 7 Merion won the title the first year without losing a game. 
Haverford College joined the league in 19038 and this appeared to be the 
first official outside competition by a recognized college soccer team 
in this country. 
There was no record of any college play in the Midwest at or prior 
to this time; however California and Stanford students 'got together for 
9 
a friendly game' in 1903 on the West Coast. One source placed California-
10 
Stanford competition back to 1897. 
The following excerpt is from the 1905 Soccer Guide: 
Association has been taken up by Harvard, 
Columbia and the University of Pennsylvania. 
The game has been played at Haverford for several 
years and it has also started at Princeton and 
Cornell •••• The organization of an Intercollegiate 
Association is contemplated.
11 
5Jerome Flannery, editor, Association Football. (New York: American 
Sports Publishing Company, 1905), p. 15. 
6 Loe. cit. 
7 
Loe. cit. 
8 Loe. cit. 
9Ibid., p. 9. 
lODouglas Stewart, editor, National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Soccer Guide. (New York: A. S. Barnes, 1945) p. 31. 
11 Flannery,.££• cit., p. 151. 
10 
1905 TO 1925 
-----
In the spring of 1905 a small group of delegates 
representing Columbia, Cornell, Harvard, Haverford 
and the University of Pennsylvania, met at Philadelphia and organized the 
Intercollegiate Association Football League. 12 There was disagreement as 
to when the first League competition took place; one source claimed the 
. 13 . 14 
spring of 1905 and another the spring of 1906. It became the opinion 
of this writer that competition first occurred in the spring of 1906.* 
During the first years competition was conducted from March 15 to May 215 
and the annual meeting of the Association was held the second Saturday in 
. 16 May at Columbia. 
Haverford won the championship the first two years; Yale was admitted 
to membership in May of 1907 and shared the Title with Haverford in 1907-
1908.17 
The first All-American team appeared to be the one selected at the 
conclusion of the 1909-1910 season and was chosen by the various captains 
18 
of the Intercollegiate League. In 1911 the National Collegiate Athletic 
12 Graham, .£.E• cit., p. 120. 
13George Orton, editor, Spaulding's Official College Soccer Football 
Guide. (New York: American Sports Publishing Company, 1914), p. 18. 
14Graham, loc. cit. 
* See Chapter III, p. 19. 
15orton, .£.E• cit., Feb. 1913, p. 13. 
16Ibid., p. 42. 
17 Graham, loc. cit. 
18Thomas Cahill, editor, Spaulding's Official Soccer Football Guide, 
(New York: American Sports Publishing Company, 1910), p. 112. 
Association established a sub-committee on soccer consisting of eight 
Athletic Directors, under the chairmanship of William F. Garcelon of 
19 Harvard. 
11 
In April of 1913, the creation of the United States of America 
Football Association (United States Soccer Football Association) and its 
affiliation with the Federation Internationale de Football Association 
(FIFA), in 1914 gave American soccer national status and international 
. . 20 
recognition. 
Princeton joined the League in 1914. At the May meeting that year 
21 the League voted to change the playing season to the fall and the Annual 
22 Meeting to the second Saturday in January. Colmnbia dropped from the 
League after the 1915 season due to loss of playing facilities and in 
1917, owing to the war, Harvard, Princeton and Yale resigned from the 
23 
League. There was no competition conducted in 1918 but in 1919 the 
League restnned action with the same teams participating as in 1916. 24 
Though the Intercollegiate League was the only officially recognized 
league at that time, soccer was being played in other parts of the country 
19 
Orton, .£E• cit. Feb. 1913, p. 7. 
20
cahill, .£E• cit. 1913, p. 15. 
21
orton, .£E• cito 1915, p. 7. 
22 Orton, .£E• cit. 1915, p. 55. It is interesting to note that the 
soccer coaches have met on the corresponding Saturday in January since 
1914, including the recently concluded meeting in New York in January of 
1962. 
23 Graham, .£E• cit. p. 120. 
24 
Loe. cit. 
on an intramural and club basis. Springfield College first played in 
1906. 25 The University of Chicago and the University of Illinois were 
26 playing during the 1909-1910 season. California beat Stanford in a 
close 1-0 game in 1909. 27 Penn State began the sport in 1912. 28 
12 
According to team pictures and reports in the Soccer Guides, soccer 
was played at the following institutions during the years 1905 to 1915: 
Williams, Dartmouth, CCNY, Rutgers, Lafayette, Lehigh, Swarthmore, 
Gettysburg, Michigan, Ohio State, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Ohio Wesleyan, 
Kansas, Grinnell, Iowa State, St. Thomas, St. Olaf, Baylor, Nevada and 
Oregon. In 1916 Oregon State played Oregon Agricultural College in the 
29 first intercollegiate soccer game in the Northwest. 
Regarding the selection of the All-American teams of the era, Orton 
had this comment: 
It is understood that the All-American team •••• 
is not really well named, for only players from 
the Intercollegiate League are considered ••••• 
if others were included several changes would have 
to be made. 30 
25
william Graham, editor, North American Soccer Guide (New York: 
William Graham, 1950), p. 14. 
26
cahill, 
.£E• cit. 1910, p • 22. 
27 
Loe. cit. 
28 Feb. 1913, 11. Orton, 
.£E• cit. p • 
29 Orton, 
.£E• cit. 1917, p • 33. 
30
cahill, .£E• cit. 1911, p. 43. 
13 
In 1915 the second recognized soccer league was created, consisting 
of teams from Lehigh, Lafayette and Junior Varsity teams from Pennsylvania 
and Haverford, and titled the Pennsylvania Intercollegiate Association 
31 
Football League. 
In this writer's opinion World War I, occurring during the formu-
lative years of college soccer, was the main reason the sport has never 
enjoyed real prominence in this country. The student-sponsored teams 
that had appeared in colleges throughout the country and were beginning 
to receive official recognition, were almost totally eliminated by the 
inactivity of the war years. Only in the East, where the establishment 
of official leagues and the ten years of experience and "tradition" 
prompted the immediate return of the sport in 1919, did soccer reappear 
with any of the pre-war enthusiasm. The sport continued to grow and expand 
in this part of the country, with the yearly addition of college teams, 
but in certain areas, notably the Southwest, and Pacific Northwest, it 
has never reappeared. 
The Intercollegiate Soccer League operated with its six member 
schools until 1925, when it became evident that a larger and more repre-
sentative organization was necessary in order to supervise adequately the 
rapid development of the college game in the East. 32 
1926 TO 1941 Accordingly, in January of 1926, the Intercollegiate 
Soccer Football Association of America was formed, 
comprising the following twelve institutions: Cornell, Dartmouth, Harvard, 
31
orton, .£E• ill· 1915, p. 13. 
32Graham, .£E• cit. 1948, p. 120. 
14 
Haverford, Lehigh, Pennsylvania, Penn State, Princeton, Swarthmore, 
33 Syracuse, U. S. Naval Academy and Yale. The Intercollegiate League 
Cup, awarded annually to the winner of the League since 1905, was 
permanently awarded to Pennsylvania as having won the greater number of 
League titles. 34 With the formation of the ISFA the Pennsylvania Inter-
collegiate League was also disbanded and Pennsylvania Junior Varsity played 
35 
Swarthmore for permanent possession of the State Cup, winning 1-0. 
The ISFA was national in scope and had as its objectives the advancing 
of the game and maintaining uniformity of rules among all the colleges in 
the United States. 36 
There was now for the first time since 1905 no league competition, 
as the new Association, by virtue of its size, limited annual play to a 
portion of its total membership. Scheduling was therefore up to the indi-
vidual members, and no automatic champion emerged at the conclusion of a 
season. 
In 1928 the ISFA adopted the plan of having the coaches of the 
various teams vote to determine the National Champion, in order to continue 






Stewart, editor, Spaulding's Official College Soccer 
(New York: American Sports Publishing Company, 1927-28), 
17. 
35 Loe. cit. 
36 
~-
1928-29, 74. Stewart, 
.£E· p • 
37 
cit. 1929-30, 66. Stewart, 
.£E• p • 
15 
Membership increased during the years 1928 to 1931 with the addition 
of Temple, Springfield, Brown,Hamilton, Illinois, Ohio State, MIT, Williams, 
Amherst, Wesleyan, and Western Maryland and thus the scope of intercollegiate 
soccer was broadened into a series of geographically convenient groups. 38 
The demand for league competition increased and in 1932, with the formation 
of the Middle Atlantic Intercollegiate Soccer League and the New England 
Intercollegiate Soccer League in 1934, came the return of annual compulsory 
h d 1 . d . f h · 39 sc e u ing an an emerging con erence c ampion. 
On the West Coast the California Intercollegiate Soccer Conference 
was chartered in 1926, comprising San Mateo Junior College, San Jose State, 
Stanford and California. 40 The Metropolitan Intercollegiate Soccer League 
41 
was created in 1933; the Middle Atlantic States Collegiate Athletic Con-
ference and the Eastern Intercollegiate Athletic Conference originated in 
1934, 42 as the geographical groups continued to develop competition on 
the league basis. 
Membership in the ISFA continued to grow during these years and in 
43 1940 the Association totaled forty colleges. 
Guide 
38 Graham, .£2• cit. 1948, p. 121. 






.£2· cit. 1930-31, p • 21. 
.£2· cit. 1934-35, p • 33. 
.£2• cit. 1936-37, p. 18. 
Stewart, editor,~ Official National Collegiate Soccer 
A. S. Barnes, 1941), pp. 31-32. 
16 
1941 TO 1962 The first organization of soccer coaches was formed 
in New York in January of 1941. Ten college coaches 
;', 
met at the conclusion of the ISFA meeting and organized the National 
Soccer Coaches Association and the membership grew to 169 coaches by the 
d f h f . 44 en o t e 1.rst year. 
Once again with the advent of World War II, soccer activity was 
greatly diminished with the departure of coaches and players to the Armed 
Services and the dropping of intercollegiate scheduling by the colleges. 
A repeat performance of 1918 did not occur, however, as soccer quickly 
reestablished itself in the colleges after the war and membership in the 
ISFA . d f"f . . · 1.·n 1957. 45 h h A .. increase to 1. ty 1.nst1.tut1.ons Te Coac es ssoc1.at1.on 
selected the All-Americans in 194146 and created the Honor Award in 1942, 
intercollegiate soccer's highest award, given annually to a deserving 
individual for service to the sport. 
The United States had been participating in Olympic Soccer since 
1924, but the 1948 team was the first to have collegiate representation. 
Walter Bahr and Ben McLaughlin, graduates of Temple, and Rolf Valtin, an 
undergraduate from Swarthmore, made the Olympic Team for 1948. 47 
"'J': Inconsistency appeared here however. The 10 were believed to be: 
Tom Dent (Dartmouth), John Brock (Springfield), Robert Dunn (Swarthmore), 
Earle Waters (West Chester), Thomas Taylor (Navy), William Jeffrey (Penn 
State), Walter Lehman (Yale), Walter McCloud (Trinity), Howard DeNike (East 
Stroudsburg), Richard Schmelzer (RPI). 
44 Stewart, .£E• ..£!!• 1942, p. 34. 
45 Graham, .£E• ~. 1948, p. 121. 
46 Stewart, .£E• cit. 1947, p. 54. 
47Alfred Smith, editor, The Official National Collegiate Athletic 
Association Soccer~- (New York: A. S. Barnes 1948), p. 23. 
In the 1952 Olympics the colleges were represented by Larry Surrock of 
Baltimore University, William Sheppell of Seton Hall and John Dunn of 
Temple. 48 The 1956 Team listed Richard Packer and Ron Coder, of Penn 
State and Zenon Snylyk from the University of Rochester. 49 The United 
States Soccer Team did not qualify for the Olympics in 1960. 
17 
In 1949 the NSCAA was granted associate membership in the USSFA, 
thereby officially linking the intercollegiate coaches with the amateur 
50 body. 
In order to determine the National Champion, who since 1949 had 
been chosen by the Awards Committee of the ISFA, 51 the NCAA established 
a National Championship Tourney held initially at the University of 
Connecticut in 1959, with St. Louis University winning the first 
h . h" 52 c amp1ons 1p. 
In 1962 there were 129 colleges holding institutional membership 
in the ISFA, 53 over 400 members of the National Soccer Coaches Association, 54 
d 250 11 1 . . b . 55 an over co eges paying soccer on a varsity as1s. 
48 Graham, .£E. cit. 1953-54, pp. 54-55. 
49 
cit. 1956-57, 23. Graham, .£1?.• p. 
sos . h mi t , .££• cit. 1950, p. 80. 
sis . h mit , .£E• cit. 1949, p. 63. 
52Homer Cooke, director, The Official National Collegiate Athletic 
Association Soccer Guide. (New York: The National collegiate Athletic 
Bureau, 1960) p. 12. 
53
cornelius Cochrane, "Membership Report, ISFA." Unpublished report 
read before the Membership, New York, January 12, 1962. 
54Alden Burnham, "Membership Report, NSCAA." Unpublished report 
read before the Membership, New York, January 13, 1962. 
55 The Blue Book Of College Athletics For 1961-1962. (Cleveland: 
McNitts, Incorporated). 
CHAPTER III 
NATIONAL AND CONFERENCE SOCCER CHAMPIONS 
NATIONAL 
CHAMPIONS 
The National Champions during the early 1900's were 
the annual winners of the Intercollegiate Association, 
for at that time there was no other official competition. 
1 Haverford College won the first championship in 1904-05, however 
there was discrepancy as to the first year of official competition. The 
NCAA Soccer Guides of 1914 through 1937 listed the 1904-05 season, and 
d h h . 2 Haverfor as t e Campion. 3 Other sources stated 1905-06 as the original 
date. It became the opinion of this writer that the first year of official 
competition was the 1905-06 season, for when the Intercollegiate League 
was dissolved in 1925, Pennsylvania was awarded the League Cup by virtue 
of winning the most League titles. 4 Had there been official competition 
in the 1904-05 season, with Haverford winning, as stated in the early Guides, 
* Haverford would have won the more championships, instead of Pennsylvania. 
Furthermore, all sources stated that the organizational meeting was held 
in the Spring of 1905, 5 and it seemed unlikely that competition would have 
1George Orton, editor, Spaulding's Official College Soccer Football 
Guide. (New York: American Sports Publishing Company, 1914), p. 18. 
2 Douglas Stewart, editor, Spaulding's Official College Soccer Foot-
ball Guide. (New York: American Sports Publishing Company, 1937), p. 9. 
3
william Graham, editor,~.~. Annual Soccer Guide And Record. (New 
York: William Graham, 1948), p. 120; ISFA Handbook, 1932,p. 42. 
4stewart, ~- .£i!:_. 1927, p. 17. 
*see Table I. 
5Graham, Loe. cit. 
19 
been undertaken that season. The 1904-05 season therefore, appeared to 
have been an unofficial one, prior to the organization of the League. 
With the organization of the Intercollegiate Soccer Football 
Association in 1926, that group assumed the responsibility of selecting 
the National Champion. 6 From 1936 through 1943 there were no official 
Champions. However, Outstanding Teams were selected7 and these were 
listed by the writer as the Champions. 
The NSCA selected the Titlists from 1944 to 1949 when the ISFA 
. . h "b"l" 8 again was given t e responsi i ity. The NCAA established the National 
Championship Tourney in 1959 in order to determine the Champion through 
9 
a series of play-offs. 
Table I shows a complete listing of the National Champions from 




Stewart, editor, Spaulding's Official College Soccer 
(New York: American Sports Publishing Company, 1929-30), 
7 Stewart,.££• cit. 1937-38, p. 9. 
8Alfred Smith, editor, The Official National Collegiate Athletic 
Association Soccer~- (New York: A. s. Barnes & Company, 1949), 
p. 63. 
9Homer Cooke, director, The Official National Collegiate Athletic 
Association Soccer Guide. (New York: National Collegiate Athletic 






NATIONAL INTERCOLLEGIATE SOCCER CHAMPIONS IN THE UNITED STATES 
1905 TO 1961 
DETERMINED BY THE INTERCOLLEGIATE ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
... 
1904-05" Haverford 1915 Haverford 
1905-06 Haverford 1916 Pennsylvania 
1906-07 Haverford 1917 Haverford 
1907-08 Haverford-Yale 1918 No Competition 
1908-09 Columbia 1919 Pennsylvania 
1909-10 Columbia 1920 Pennsylvania 
1910-11 Haverford 1921 Princeton 
1911-12 Yale 1922 Princeton 
1912-13 Harvard 1923 Pennsylvania 
1913-14 Harvard 1924 Pennsylvania 
1914;'.;', Pennsylvania 1925 Princeton 























;',Not listed in NCAA Gi.ii.:c'l.es after 1937. 
**changed to Fall season. 
1934 Cornell 
1935 Yale 




1937 Penn State 
Princeton 
Springfield 
1938 Penn State 
1939 Penn State 
Princeton 




Swarthmore, undefeated, untied, claimed co-champions in Middle-
Atlantic area. 
+Noavard through 1940; listed as outstanding teams. 
TABLE I (continued) 
NATIONAL INTERCOLLEGIATE SOCCER CHAMPIONS IN THE UNITED STATES 





































Penn State 1955 Penn State 
San Francisco Brockport State 
West Chester 1956 Trinity 
Temple 1957 Springfield 
Franklin & Marshall CCNY 
Temple 1958 Drexel 
Penn State 
DETERMINED BY THE NATIONAL COLLEGIATE CHAMPIONSHIP 
St. Louis 
St. Louis 
1961 West Chester 





As the demand for league competition grew stronger 
among the groups of geographically convenient colleges, 
various independent soccer conferences emerged in the late 1920's and 
11 
early 1930's. This trend continued, with the formation of additional 
conferences as more colleges instituted the game. There was a record of 
12 . twenty-one soccer conferences during the years 1905 to 1961 and six-
teen of these were in operation in 1961. 13 
Table II shows the date of origin and the yearly champion of the 
twenty-one soccer conferences in the United States from 1905 to 1961. 
11NcAA Soccer Guides, 1926-1935, 
12NCAA Soccer Guides, 1913-1961, 
13
cooke, .£I?.• .£ii• 1961, pp. 13-19. 
TABLE II 
CONFERENCE SOCCER CHAMPIONS IN THE UNITED STATES 
1905 TO 1961 
INTERCOLLEGIATE ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL LEAGUE 1905-1925 
.,. 
1904-05 - Haverford" 1915 - Haverford 
1905-06 - Haverford 1916 - Pennsylvania 
1906-07 - Haverford 1917 - Haverford 
1907-08 - Haverford-Yale 1918 - No Champion 
1908-09 - Columbia 1919 - Pennsylvania 
1909-10 - Columbia 1920 - Pennsylvania 
1910-11 - Haverford 1921 - Princeton 
1911-12 - Yale 1922 - Princeton 
1912-13 - Harvard 1923 - Pennsylvania 
1913-14 - Harvard 1924 - Pennsylvania 
1914 - Pennsylvania 1925 - Princeton 
PENNSYLVANIA INTERCOLLEGIATE ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL LEAGUE 1915-1925 
1915 - Pennsylvania JV 1921 - Swarthmore 
1916 - Pennsylvania JV 1922 - Lehigh 
1917 - Pennsylvania JV 1923 - Pennsylvania JV 
1918 - No Champion 1924 - Haverford 
1919 - Swarthmore 1925 - Swarthmore 
1920 - Swarthmore 
CALIFORNIA INTERCOLLEGIATE SOCCER CONFERENCE 1926-
1926 - San Mateo 1944 - No Champion 
1927 - San Mateo 1945 - No Champion 
1928 - San Mateo 1946 - California 
1929 - San Mateo 1947 - California 
1930 - San Mateo 1948 - San Francisco 
1931 - Stanford 1949 - San Francisco 
1932 - San Francisco 1950 - San Francisco 
1933 - San Francisco 1951 - San Francisco 
1934 - San Francisco 1952 - San Francisco 
1935 - San Francisco 1953 - San Francisco 
1936 - California 1954 - San Francisco 
1937 - California 1955 - San Francisco 
1938 - California 1956 - San Francisco 
1939 - San Jose State 1957 - San Francisco 
1940 - San Jose State 1958 - San Francisco 
1941 - San Jose State 1959 - City College San 
1942 - San Jose State 1960 - California 
1943 - No Champion 1961 - City College San 
.,. 












TABLE II (continued) 
CONFERENCE SOCCER CHAMPIONS IN THE UNITED STATES 
1905 TO 1961 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC SOCCER LEAGUE 1932-1947 
Pennsylvania 1940 - Princeton 
Pennsylvania 1941 - Cornell 
Cornell 1942 - Princeton 
Cornell-Pennsylvania 1943 - No Champion 
Princeton 1944 - Pennsylvania 
Princeton 1945 - Haverford 
24 
1938 - Haverford 1946 - Pennsylvania-Princeton 
1939 
- Princeton 1947 - Pennsylvania 
METROPOLITAN INTERCOLLEGIATE SOCCER LEAGUE 1933-
1933 - St. John's 1953 - CCNY 
1934 - Brooklyn 1954 - CCNY 
1935 
- Brooklyn 1955 - CCNY 
1936 - Brooklyn ~'(-;': 1956 CCNY 
-
1949 - Brooklyn 1957 - CCNY 
1950 - Brooklyn 1958 
-
CCNY-Pratt 
1951 - CCNY 1959 - Pratt 
1952 - Brooklyn 1960 
-
Brooklyn 
1961 - Brooklyn 
NEW ENGLAND INTERCOLLEGIATE SOCCER LEAGUE 1934-
1934 - Amherst 1948 - Connecticut 
1935 - Yale 1949 - Amherst 
1936 
- Brown 1950 - Yale 
1937 
-
Springfield 1951 - Yale-Dartmouth 
1938 
- Harvard 1952 - Dartmouth 
1939 
- Springfield 1953 - Springfield 
1940 
- Wesleyan 1954 - Dartmouth 
1941 
-
Springfield 1955 - Harvard 
1942 - Amherst-Springfield 1956 - Trinity 
1943 
- No Champion 1957 - Springfield 
1944 
- No Champion 1958 - Connecticut 
1945 
- No Champion 1959 - Bridgeport 
1946 
- No Champion 1960 - Connecticut 
1947 
-
Springfield 1961 - Williams 
... , ...... , ... 
nnLeague inactive until 1949. 
TABLE II (continued) 
CONFERENCE SOCCER CHAMPIONS IN THE UNITED STATES 
1905 TO 1961 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC STATES COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC CONFERENCE 1934-
1934 - Stevens 1948 - Bucknell 
1935 - Swarthmore 1949 - Swarthmore 
1936 - Swarthmore 1950 - Haverford 
1937 - Swarthmore 1951 - Lehigh 
1938 - Haverford 1952 - Franklin & Marshall 
1939 - Haverford-Swarthmore 1953 - Haverford 
1940 - Swarthmore-Stevens 1954 - Washington 
1941 - Haverford 1955 - Drexel 
1942 - Haverford 1956 - Drexel 
1943 - No Champion 1957 - Swarthmore 
1944 - No Champion 1958 - Drexel 
1945 - Haverford 1959 - Elizabethtown 
1946 - Swarthmore 1960 - Drexel 
1947 - Rutgers-Bucknell 1961 - Drexel 
EASTERN INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETIC LEAGUE 1934-1942 
1934 - Gettysburg 
1935 - Gettysburg 
1936 - Gettysburg 
1937 - Ursinus 
1938 - Franklin & Marshall 
1939 - Delaware 
1940 - Gettysburg 
1941 - Delaware 
1942 - Gettysburg 
MASON-DIXON CONFERENCE 1942-
1942 - Loyola 1952 - Baltimore 
1943 - No Champion 1953 - Johns Hopkins 
1944 - No Champion 1954 - Baltimore 
1945 - No Champion 1955 - Western Maryland 
1946 - Johns Hopkins 1956 - Catholic 
1947 - Washington 1957 - Catholic 
1948 - Loyola 1958 - Baltimore 
1949 - Baltimore 1959 - Lynchburg 
1950 - Baltimore 1960 - Baltimore 
1951 - Baltimore 1961 - Washington 
25 
TABLE II (continued) 
CONFERENCE SOCCER CHAMPIONS IN THE UNITED STATES 
1905 TO 1961 
EASTERN INTERCOLLEGIATE SOCCER LEAGUE (IVY) 1948-
1948 - Cornell 1955 - Pennsylvania 
1949 
- Cornell 1956 - Yale 
1950 
- Army 1957 - Princeton 
1951 - Army 1958 - Harvard 
1952 
- Army 1959 - Harvard 
1953 - Dartmouth 1960 - Princeton 
1954 - Dartmouth 1961 - Harvard 
SOUTHERN CONFERENCE 1946-1952 
1946 - Duke 
1947 - North Carolina 
1948 - North Carolina 
1949 - Maryland 
1950 - Maryland 
1951 - Maryland 
1952 - Duke 
MIDWESTERN COLLEGIATE SOCCER CONFERENCE 1950-
1950 - Wheaton 1956 - Navy Pier 
1951 - 1957 - Purdue 
26 
Chicago 
1952 - Earlham 1958 - Earlham-Purdue-Wheaton 
1953 - Purdue 
1954 - Earlham 
1955 - Indiana 
1953 - Maryland 
1954 - Maryland 
1955 - Maryland 
1956 - Maryland 
1957 - Maryland 
1959 - Eastern: St. Louis-
Wheaton-Navy Pier 
Western: Michigan State 
1960 - Sta Louis-Michigan State 
1961 - St. Louis 
ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 1953-
1958 - Maryland 
1959 - Maryland 
1960 - Maryland 
1961 - Maryland 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA INTERCOLLEGIATE SOCCER CONFERENCE 1953-
1951 Cal Tech 1956 - UCLA 
1952 Cal Tech 1957 - Cal Tech 
1953 Cal Tech 1958 - UCLA 
1954 
- UCLA 1959 - UCLA 
1955 
- Cal Poly 1960 - UCLA 1961 - UCLA 
TABLE II (continued) 
CONFERENCE SOCCER CHAMPIONS IN THE UNITED STATES 
1905 TO 1961 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN INTERCOLLEGIATE 
1955 - Colorado Mines 
1956 - Colorado Mines 
1957 - Colorado Mines-Air Force 
SOCCER LEAGUE 1955-
1958 - Colorado Mines 
1959 - Air Force 
1960 - Air Force 
1961 - Air Force 
NEW ENGLAND STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE LEAGUE 1957-
1957 - Fitchburg State~·. 
1958 - Bridgewater State 
1959 - Fitchburg State 
1960 - Fitchburg State 
1961 - Castleton 
FLORIDA INTERCOLLEGIATE SOCCER CONFERENCE 1957-
1957 - Rollins 
1958 - Florida Southern 
1959 - Rollins 
1960 - Rollins 
1961 - Miami 
OHIO SOCCER ASSOCIATION 1958-
1958 - Akron 
1959 - Akron 
1960 - Akron 
1961 - Akron 
NEW YORK STATE INTERCOLLEGIATE CONFERENCE 1959-
1959 - Cortland 
1960 - Cortland 
1961 - Brockport 
NEW JERSEY STATE COLLEGE CONFERENCE 1960-
1960 - Trenton 1961 - Jersey City 
GARDEN STATE CONFERENCE 1960-
1960 - Fairleigh-Dickinson 1961 - Fairleigh-Dickinson 
~': 






The first All-American Team appeared to be that 
of 1909-10. It was chosen by the various team 
1 
captains of the Intercollegiate League. From the following year, 1910-11, 
through the 1917 season the All-Americans were determined by the managers 
2 
and captains of the League. There was no team in 1918 and a 1919 team 
list was unobtainable. 
From 1920 through 1925, Douglas Stewart, soccer coach at Pennsylvania 
and editor of the NCAA Guide, selected the All-Americans. 3 These selections 
included only players from the Intercollegiate League. 
Nine coaches from ISFA colleges selected the All-Americans from 
4 1926 to 1940; including only players from member schools. In 1941 the 
NSCAA took over the determination of All-Americans, and in 1947 employed 
a statistical system devised by Fred Holloway, of Cortland, that allowed 
for coaches votes during the season to select the All-American team. 
1Thomas Cahill, editor, Spaulding's Official Soccer Football Guide, 
(New York: American Sports Publishing Company, 1910), p. 112. 
2NCAA Guides, 1910-1917. 
3NcAA Guides, 1921-1926. 
4Personal correspondence of the author, letter from William Jeffrey, 
February 11, 1962. Coaches in selection were: James McPete (Haverford), 
Douglas Stewart (Penn), A. Nies (Princeton), William Jeffrey (Penn State), 
John Brock (Springfield), Robert Dunn (Swarthmore), Walter Leeman (Yale), 
Thomas Dent (Dartmouth), Samuel Fletcher (Brown). 
29 
ALL-AMERICANS Since the 1909-10 season, when the first All-
BY COLLEGES American team was selected, teams have been chosen 
every year except 1918.* These fifty-three teams represented 122 different 
colleges, 1,629 positions and an average of thirteen (13.3~ players per 
college. Many players were named to the team for two years, thirty-four players 
made the team three times, and five players achieved four year recognition. 
For the purpose of this study six chronological groupings were made 
which illustrated the initial colleges' strong representation on the All-
American teams. This heavy representation gradually leveled off as other 
geographical areas became eligible for All America. There appeared to be 
a relationship between All-American selection and Championship play as 
evidenced by the larger number of All-American selections during years of 
National and Conference prominence. 
Pennsylvania led all schools in total number of All-Americans (114), 
closely followed by Princeton (110). 
Table III shows the All-American team listings from 1909-10 to 1961. 
Table IV contains a list of the three year All-Americans for the same 
period 0 Table V shows the breakdown of All-Americans by colleges and Table 
VI illustrates the numbers of All-Americans by colleges at certain intervals 
from 1909-10 to 1961. 
There was more than one All-American team selected during the years 
covered by this study. The author has selected the team considered to be 
the official one for each year. The Appendix contains the list of outstanding 
players chosen by the various colleges as All-Americans during the years 
;':The team for 1919 was unobtainable. 
30 
1931 to 1934 (each college listed their best players). 
Also included in the Appendix are the District teams for 1941 and 
1942. It was the author's opinion that the abovementioned teams were not 
considered to be the official teams as some contained over 80 names each 
year. Therefore they are not included in the All-American totals yet are 
listed as a part of this study for reference purposes. 
The spelling of players' names and their proper college has been 
checked by the author insofar as was possible. 
31 
TABLE III 
ALL-AMERICAN SOCCER TEAMS 
1909-1910 TO 1961 
1909-10 Season+ 
C.B. Spencer ••••••• columbia 
Fenn ••••••••••••••• Penn 
Cushing ••••••••••••• Harvard 
Semple •••••••••••••• columbia 
Crockett •••••••••••• Penn 
Young ••••••••••••••• Haverford 
Leland •••••••••••••• Harvard 
Gay .•••••••••••••••• Yale 
G.J. Dwyer •••••••••• columbia 
C.E. Dwyer •••••••••• columbia 
Zoller •••••••••••••• columbia 
l910-ll Season+ 
Stevenson ••••••••••• cornell 
Bannon •••••••••••••• Harvard 
Tann •••••••••••••••• Yale 
Taylor •••••••••••••• Haverford 
Young ••••••••••••••• Haverford 
Byng •••••••••••••••• Harvard 
Gay .••••• ~ •••••••••• Yale G J . . 
• • Dwyer •••••••••• columbia 
Mellor •••••••••••••• Penn 
Bentley ••••••••••••• Haverford 
1911-12 Season+ 
Dickinson ••••••••••• Yale 
Dickey Yale .............. 
Pennell ••••••••••••• Penn 
Davis Cornell 
............... 
Hilder · Columbia 
............. " 





McPhee •••••••••••••• Penn 
A.A. Gay •••••••••••• Yale 

































Horner •••••••••••••••• Penn 
Collado ••••••••••••••• Cornell 
Mahlsted •••••••••••••• Yale 
Goddard ••••••••••••••• Yale 
Towers •••••••••••••••• Cornell 
Kistler ••••••••••••••• Columbia 
O'Brien ••••••••••••••• columbia 
Chadwick •••••••••••••• Harvard 
Jennings •••••••••••• · •• Yale 
Prime ..•.••••••••••••• e Yale 
Cadbury ••••••••••••••• Haverford 
Brown ••••••••••••••••• Harvard 
Spencer ••••••••••••••• columbia 
Shepard••••!••••••••••Yale 
Evans ••••••••••••••••• Columbia 
Worthington ••••••••••• Yale 
Hallowell ••••••••••••• Harvard 
Hiisband ••••••••••••••• Penn 
Green ••••••••. • •••••••• Harvard 
Downing ••••••••••••••• Haverford 
Hill •••••••••••••••••• Yale*** 
Zoller •••••••••••••••• Columbia 
;';Barron, in writer's opinion. 
;';;';Positions are reversed in writer I s opinion. 
;H;;';Both from Yale - no explanation. 
+1910 Soccer Guide, p. 112; 1911 Soccer Guide, p. 45; Feb. 1913 
NCAA Guide, p. 27. 
TABLE III (continued) 
+ 1912-1913 Season 
All-Americans 
Nichols •••••••••••••••• Harvard 
Barron ••••••••••••••••• Har.v ard 
Dickey ••••••••••••••••• Yale 
McCall ••••••••••••••••• Harvard 
T. Elkinton ••••••••••.• Haverford 
Davis ••••.•••••••• 0 •••• Cornell 
Needham •••••••••••••••• Harvard 
Watson ••.•• 00 •••••••••• Penn 
Shanholt •••••••••••••.• Columbia 
E. Stokes •••••••••••••• Haverford 
Zoller ••••••••••••••••• columbia 
1913-1914 Season+ 
All-Americans 
Jackson ••••.••••••••••• Princeton 
Shepard .•• 0 ••••••••• 0 •• Yale 
Webster .••..•• 0 ••• 0 •••• Penn 
Franke ••••.•••••••••••• Harvard 
T. Elkinton •••••••••••• Haverford 
Grant ....••••••••..•.•• Harvard 
Tripp ••••• 0 •••••••••• 0.Yale 
Bell .•••••••.••.•••.••• Penn 
Shanholt ••••••••••••••• Columbia 
E. Stokes •••••••••••••• Haverford 
Weld .••••••••.••••• 0 ••• Harvard 
1914 Season+ 


























Chosen by Managers, Intercollegiate League 
Hopkins .•. 0 • 0 •••••••••• Penn 
Webster .•• 0 •••••••••••• Penn 
Gates •••••••••••••••••• Princeton 
Mohr .••. 0 •••••••••••••• Penn 
Lynch .••••••••••••••••• cornell 
Dyer •• 00 ••••••••••••••• Cornell 
Baron .• 0 ••••••••••••••• Penn 
Jennings ••••• Harvard 
Shanholt:::::::::: ••••• Columbia 
Cary ••••••••••••••••••• Haverford 














14, NCAA Guide, p. 19; Sept, 1914, NCM Guide, p. 28; 
1915 NCM Guide, p. 40. 
TABLE III (continued) 33 
1915 Season+ 
All-Americans 
Jackson •••••••••••• Princeton 
Thomas ••••••••••••• cornell 
Moore •••••••••••••• Princeton 
Hoskins •••••••••••• Princeton 
Hirst ..••••••• e •• 0 .Penn 
Mohr .•.•••••••••••. Penn 
A. Stokes •••••••••• Haverford 
Gates •••••••••••••• Princeton 
Baron .•.••••..•..•. Penn 
Cary ••••••••••••••• Haverford 
Weld ••••••••••••••• Harvard 
1916 Season+ 
All-Americans 
Cohu .•••••••••••••• Princeton 
Edwards •••••••••••• Penn 
sh· 1 d 1p ey •••••••••••• Haverfor 
Wood ••••••••••.•••• Yale 
Hosk· p · t ins .•••••• 9 •••• rince on 
Mohr ..••• @••••·····Penn 
Buzby ••••.••••••••• Haverford 
Preyer ••••••••••••• Princeton 
Baron ..••.••••••••. Penn 
Cooke •••••••••••••• Harvard 
Tinsman •••••••••••• Penn 
1917 Season+ 
All-Americans 
Osler •••••••••••••• Haverford 
Iler ••••••••••••••• cornell 
Shipley •••••••••••• Haverford 
Dibble ••••••••••••• cornell 
C. Thorpe •••••••••• Haverford 
Barrie ••••••••••••• Haverford 
E.H. Thorpe •••••••• Haverford 
Spencer •••••••••••• Penn 
Nassau ••••••••••••• Penn 
Corson ••••••••••••• Haverford 
T. insman .••..••..••• Penn 





































Scattergood •••• Haverford 
Haskell ••••.••• Yale 





TABLE III (continued) 
1918 Season 





Cooper ••••••••••••• Princeton 
Darrow ••••••••••••• Penn 
Keyes .••••••••••••• Princeton 
Hunt ••••••••••••••• Princeton 
Binns •••••••••••••• Penn 
Muench ••••••••••••• Haverford 
Bingham •••••••••••• Penn 
Spencer •••••••••••• Penn 
Stinson •••••••••••• Princeton 
Coburn ••••••••••••• Yale 
Dowlin ••••••••••••• Penn 
1921 Season+ 
All-Intercollegtate 
Cooper ••••••••••••• Princeton 
Patton ••••••••••••• Penn 
Futes •••••••••••••• Cornell 
Muench ••••••••••••• Haverford 
Smart •••••••••••••• Princeton 
Thompson ••••••••••• Cornell 
Righter •••••••••••• cornell 
Woodbridge ••••••••• Princeton 
Elli ••••••••••••••• Cornell 
Thomas ••••••••••••• Princeton 
Jewett ••••••••••••• Princeton 
"k Unavailable. 




























TABLE III (continued) 
+ 1922 Season 
All-Intercollegiate 
G. Cooper •••••••••• Princeton 
Beard •••••••••••••• Penn 
Sullivan ••••••••••• Harvard 
Amelia .........•.•• Penn 
Srnart ••••••••••.••. Princeton 
Thornpson .••••••.••• Cornell 
Righter •••••••••••• Cornell 
Woodbridge ••••••••. Princeton 
Heiser., •• ~ •••••••• Harvard 
Thornas ••••••••••••• Princeton 
McElroy •••••••••••• Penn 
1923 Season+ 
All-Intercollegiate 
Anderson ••••••••••• Penn 
Garrett •••••••••••• Haverford 
Castle ••••••••••••• Penn 
Downs ...•••.•••••.• Penn 
Srnart •••••••••••••• Princeton 
Fisher •••••••.••••• Yale 
Ritchie ••••••••.••• Haverford 
J.W. Cooper •••••••• Princeton 
Lingelbach ••••••••• Penn 
Boos .••••.•.•.••••• Penn 
McLaughlin ••••••••• Penn 
1924 Season+ 
All-Intercollegiate 
Colebrook •••••••.•• Princeton 
Evans .••••••••••••• Haverford 
Garritt •••••••••••• Haverford 
Zantzinger ••••••••• Yale 
Downs ...•.•.•.•..•• Penn 
Pattinson •••••••••• Harvard 
Stewart •••••••••••• Penn 
Boos •••••.••••••••• Penn 
Lingelbach ••••••••• Penn 
Gentle ••••••••••••• Penn 
Barnouw .••••••••••• Princeton 





































+1923 NCAA Guide p. 30; 1924 NCAA Guide p. 29; 1925 NCAA Guide p. 23. 
TABLE III ( continued) 
1925 Season+ 
All-Intercollegiate 
Colebrook •••••••••• Princeton 
Millikan .••••.••.•• Yale 
Fisher ••••••••••••• Princeton 
McKinnon ••••••••••• Harvard 
Zantzinger ••••••••• Yale 
McDonald .••••••.••• Penn 
Barnouw •.•••••••••• Princeton 
Boos .••••.••••••.•• Penn 
Saunders ••••••••••• Haverford 
Gentle ••••••••••••• Penn 
Driggs ••••••••••••• Harvard 
1926 Season 
All-Intercollegiate 
Thomas ••••••••••••• Harvard 
Lippencot •••••••••• Penn State 
Logan .••••••••••••• Haverford 
McDonald ••••••••••• Penn 
Nevins ••••••••••••• Lehigh 
Shu •••••••••••••••• Cornell 
Pecori ••••••••••••• Penn State 
Squires •••••••••••• Princeton 
Saunders ••••••••••• Haverford 
Packard •••••••••••• Princeton 
Barnouw •••••••••••• Princeton 
1927 Season 
All-Intercollegiate 
Alsop •••••••••••••• Haverford 
Lingelbach ••••••••• Penn 
Crocker •••••••••••• Princeton 
Frasier •••••••••••• Haverford 
Edgerton ••••••• ~ ••• Penn State 
Strimlan .•••••••••• Penn State 
Richardson ••••••••• Haverford 
Marshall ••••••••••• Penn State 
Packard .••••••••••• Princeton 
Estes •••••••••••••• Haverford 
Stewart •••••••••••• Princeton 
























Horne •••••••••.•• Penn State 
Girvan .•••••••••• Penn 
Beishline •••••••• Syracuse 
Crooks .••••••.••• Harvard 
Silver .••••••.••• Haverford 
McCabe ••••••••••• Princeton 
Pryce •••••••••••• Navy 
Estes •••••••••••• Haverford 
Benson ••••••••••• Dartmouth 
Sleath ••••••••••• Yale 
Shaw •••••.••••••• Cornell 












Allen •••••.•••••• Cornell 
Shu .••••••••••••• Corne 11 
Allen .••••••••••• Penn State 
McPherson •••••.•• Princeton 
Sexton .••••••.••• Princeton 
Maier .•••.••••••• Haverford 
Emlen •••••••••••• Princeton 
Squires •••••••••• Princeton 
Serry .••••.•••••. Penn State 
Sleath .•••••••••• Yale 
Lazarus •••••••••• Penn 
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~·:coaches: McPete (Haverford), Stewart (Penn), Nies (Princeton), 
Jeffrey (Penn State), Brock (Springfield), Dunn (Swarthmore), Leeman (Yale), 
Dent (Dartmouth), Fletcher (Brown). 
+1926 NCAA Guide p. 31; 1926 through 1934 teams - personal corres-
pondence of the Author, letter from William Jeffrey, February 11, 1962. 
TABLE III (continued) 
1928 Season+ 
All-Intercollegiate 
Ruddy .•••••••••••• Yale 
Lingelbach .••••••• Penn 
Johnson ••••••••••• Swarthrnore 
Frazier .•••••••••• Haverford 
Sexton •••••••••••• Princeton 
Coles ••••••••••••• Swarthrnore 
Srnith •••.••••••••• Yale 
Bullard ••••••••••• Lehigh 
Rudy •••••••••••••• Swarthrnore 
Marshall .••••••••. Penn State 
Olditch .••••••••.• Cornell 
1929 Season+ 
All-Intercollegiate 
McCune •••••••••••• Penn State 
Johnson ..••••••••• Swarthrnore 
Allen ..••••••••••• Penn State 
Frazier .•••••••••• Haverford 
Robertson ••••••••• Yale 
Shirk .•••••••••••• Haverford 
Lutz .••.•••••••••• Penn State 
Bright .••••••••••• Williarns 
Stollrnayer •••••••• Dartrnouth 
Ashley .••••••••••• Yale 
Kullrnan .•••••.•••• Penn 
Third Team: 












Adelrnan •••••••••• Swarthrnore 
Whitelaw .•••••••• Yale 
Rockefeller .••••• Dartrnouth 
Potts .•.•.••••••• Swarthrnore 
Bland .••••••••••• Harvard 
Reddington .•••••• Penn 
Ernlen .•••••••.••• Princeton 
Warren .•••••••••• Syracuse 
Serry •••••••••••• Penn State 
Hersey .•••••.•..• Yale 
Stewart .••••••••• Princeton 
Chosen by a Committee of Coaches 
G Jenifer .•••.••.•• Princeton 
RFB Harvey ••••••••••• Penn State 
LFB Stollrnayer .••.••• Harvard 
RHB Hulrne ••••••.••••. Navy 
CHB Levis •••••••••••. Amherst 
LHB Bowrnan ••••••••••• Yale 
OR Carey .••.•••.••.• Cornell 
IR Eagan .•.•.••.•••• Dartrnouth 
CF Strauss .••••.•••• Lehigh 
IL Markward .•••••••• Springfield 
01 Warfield •.••..••• Princeton 
Weller .•••••••••.• Navy G 
Eilen •••••••••••.• Springfield RFB 
McGinn .••••••••••• Brown LFB 
Crauer .••••••••••• Amherst RHB 
Hruslinski .••••••• Penn CHB 
Callahan ..••••••.• Penn LHB 
Carnpbell .••••••••• Penn OR 
Hughes •••••••••••• Syracuse IR 
Anderson .••.•••••• Penn CF 
Graharn .••••.•••••• Princeton IL 
Ritchie· ..••••••••• Haverford 01 
+ Correspondence - Jeffrey. 
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TABLE III (continued) 
+ 1930 Season 
All-Intercollegiate 
Fande ••••••••••••.• Harvard 
Hutchinson ••••••••• Navy·. 
Whiteclans ••••••••• Yale 
Bond ••••••••••••••• Swarthmore 
Bland •••••••••••••• Harvard 
Donovan •••••••••••• Cornell 
Kullman •••••••••••• Penn 
Brownback •••••••••• Penn 
Anderson ••••••.•••• Penn 
Freeman •••••••••••• Yale 
Anderson .•••••••••• Penn State 
1931 Season+ 
All-Intercollegiate 
McCune ••••••••••••• Penn State 
Stetson •••••••••••• swarthmore 
Byers •••••••••••••• Lehigh 
Williams ••••••••••• Lehigh 
Daykin ••••••••• ~ ••• Penn State 
Corry •••••••.•••••• Navy 
Anderson ••••••••••• Penn 
Cochrane ••••••••••• Princeton 
Rudy ••••••••.•••••• Swarthmore 
Longacre ••••••••••• Haverford 
Kullman •••••••••••• Penn 
1932 Season+ 
All-Intercollegiate 
Zinti .••••••••••••• Haverford 
Black •••••••••••••• Syracuse 
Parker .•••••••••••• Springfield 
Bermijillo .•••••••• Cornell 
Daykin ••••••.•••••• Penn State 
Evans .••••••••••••• Penn State 
Robertson •••••••••• Springfield 
Jordan ••••••••••••• Yale 
McEwan •••••••••.••• Syracuse 
Hendrickson •••••••• Penn 
Troth •••••••••••••• Princeton 
+correspondence - Jeffrey. 












McCune •••••••••••. Penn State 
Cantinella .••••••• Harvard 
Berger •••••••••••• Syracuse 
Meiselman •••.••••• Penn State 
Pennypacker .•••••• Haverford 
Nelson •.•••••.•••• Yale 
Carrigan •••••••••• Harvard 
Carvaho .•••••••••• Cornell 
Rudy •••••••••••••• Swarthmore 
Crockett •••••••••• Penn 
Lee ••••••••••••••• Yale 

























TABLE III (continued) 
+ 1933 Season 
All-Intercollegiate 
Bell ••••••••••••••• Penn State 
Black •••••••••••••• Syracuse 
Graham ••••••••••••• Penn State 
Strzepeck •••••••••• Illinois 
Fletcher ••••••••••• Penn State 
Reilly ••••••••••••• Penn 
Ritchie •••••••••••• Haverford 
Finzel ••••••••••••• Penn State 
Roberts .••••••••••• Springfield 
Bielicki ••••••••••• Penn State 
Gonzalez ••••••••••• Penn 
1934 Season+ 
All-Intercollegiate 
Bell ••••••••••••••• Penn State 
Rees ••••••••••••••• Springfield 
Graham ••••••••••••• Penn State 
Sutliff •••••••••••• Penn State 
Bermijillo ••••••••• Cornell 
Oelsner •••••••••••• Princeton 
Faust •••••.•• 0 ••••• Penn 
Brown •••••••••••••• Haverford 
McEwan ••••• : ••••••• Penn State 
Bielicki ••••••••••• Penn State 
Sanderson •••••••••• Navy 
1935 Season 
All-Intercollegiate 
Stewart .••••••••••• Penn 
Ward .•.•.•....•.•.. Yale 
Robie •••••••••••••• Harvard 
Dorman ••••••••••••• Harvard 
Carson ••••••••••••• Penn 
Pearson •••••••••••• Swarthmore 
Coerr .••••••••••••• Yale 
s. Pond •••••••••••• Yale 
Scott •••••••••••••• Penn 
Hollowell •••••••••• swarthmore 
Wood ••••••••••••••• Harvard 
+correspondence - Jeffrey. 



































Hughes ••••••••••• Springfield 
Garrett •••••••••• Princeton 
Adler •••••••••••• Cornell 
Roosevelt .••••••• Harvard 
Fletcher ••••••••• Penn State 
Eleniewski ••••••• Lafayette 
Robertson •••••••• Springfield 
Osterlund •••••••• Penn State 
Veralius ••••••••• Cornell 
McKenna •••••••• ,.Temple 
Stork .••••••••••• Harvard 
Falconer .•••••••• Swarthmore 
Hallisey ••••••••• San Francisco 
Forbes ••••••••••• Penn 
Seely •••••••••••• Haverford 
Orth ••••••••••••• Yale 
Oelsner •••••••••• Princeton 
Hughes ••••••••••• Syracuse 
Watson ••••••••••• Princeton 
Badger ••••••••••• Yale 
Morgan ••••••••••• Princeton 
Nathanson •••••••• Cornell 
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TABLE III (continued) 
1936 Season+ 
All-Intercollegiate 
Middle Atlantic District 
Follansbee •••••.••• Princeton 
Beck •..•••••••••••• Swarthmore 
Forbes .•...•••••..• Penn 
Seely •••••••••••••• Haverford 
Pearson ••.•••.••.•• Swarthmore 
Lucard .•••••••.•••• Lehigh 
Hershey .••••.•••••• Cornell 
Hallowell .••••••••• Swarthmore 
Davison .••••••••••• Princeton 
Morgan ••••••••••••• Princeton 
Sanderson .••••••••• Navy 
Substitutes: 
Brunhouse ••.••••••• swarthmore 
Singmaster ••••••••• Princeton 
Foust .•..•.••••..•• Penn 
Eleniewski .•••••••• Lafayette 
Taylor .•••••••••••• Haverford 
1937 Season+ 
All-Intercollegiate 
Middle Atlantic District 
Brunhouse •••••••••• Swarthmore 
Johnson .••••••••••• Princeton 
Whittier ••••••••••• Haverford 
Faust •..•..•.•..••. Penn 
Fletcher ••••••••••• Princeton 
J. Evans ••••••••••• Haverford 
Darling •••••••••••• Cornell 
Sylvester •••••••••• Princeton 
White •••••••••••••• swarthmore 
Taylor ••••••••••••• Haverford 
Richardson ••••••••• Princeton 
New England District 
G Corn ..••••.••...••. Brown 
RFB Kay .••.•••••••••..• Springfield 
LFB Powell .•••••••••••• Harvard 
RHB Henry •••••••••••••• Brown 
CHB Spahr .•••...••••.•• Springfield 
LHB Church ••••••••••••• Brown 
OR Badger ••••••••••••• Yale 
IR Schoupel .•••.•••.•. Amherst 
CF Margeson .••••••.•.. Brown 
IL Lasell .•••••••••.•• Yale 












Loeffler ..••••••••• Connecticut 
Davidson .•••••.•••• Dartmouth 
Burbank •••••••••••• Harvard 
Orth •••.••••••••••• Yale 
Bailey .•••••••••••• Dartmouth 
White .••••••.••.••• Harvard 
New England District 
Beiber ••••••••••••• Springfield 
Deardon .••••••••••• Brown 
Raleigh •••••.•••••• Yale 
Jacobson .•••.•••••• Harvard 
Jackson .••.•••••••• Brown 
Keefe .•..•.•...••.. Yale 
Johanson ••••••••••• Harvard 
Carter ...••.••...•• Yale 
Munro •••••.•••....• Springfield 
Motley •••••••.••••• Harvard 
Mayer .•••••••.••.•• Springfield 
40 
+1936 NCAA Guide, p. 19; 1937 NCAA Guide, p. 45; 1938 NCAA Guide, p.60. 
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TABLE III (continued) 
1937 Season •••••• continued: 
Substitutes: 
Gill. L h' h ••••••••• • • • • e ig 
Kosloff ••••••••.•• Penn 
Patterson ••••••••• Swarthmore 
Welbourn •••••••••• Haverford 
Brown H f d 
.•....•...••. aver or 
l938 Season+ 
All-Intercollegiate 
Middle Atlantic District 
Decker .••••••••••• Penn 
Johnson p · t 
. . . . • . • • . . . rince on 
Lewis ••••••••••••• Haverford 
Watts p · t 
·••••·••••••• rince on Foust ••••••••••••• Penn 
J. Evans •••••••••• Haverford 
Crosby •••••••••••• cornell 
W. Evans ••••••••.• Haverford 
Mears ••••••••••••• Haverford 
White ••••••••••••• swarthmore 
Richardson •••••••• Princeton 
Substitutes: 
Roberts p · eton on. . • . • • . . . rinc 
Perry .•••••••••••• cornell 
Paterson •••••••••• Lehigh 
Troth L h' h 
• • •• • • • • • • • • • e ig 
Russell ••••••••••• Lehigh 
Sylvester ••••••••• Princeton 
Davidson •••••••••• Princeton 
Keller. Swarthmore 
........... 


























Corn .•••.•••••. Brown 
Robie .••••••••• Harvard 
Ward •••.••••.•. Syracuse 
Dickinson •••••• Yale 
Pond .•••.•••••• Yale 
Willis ••••••••• Amherst 
New England District 
Williams .•••••• Harvard 
Hunt ••••••••••. Amherst 
Hardenbaugh .••• Harvard 
Dickinson •••••• Yale 
Jacobson .•••••• Harvard 
Fox ••••••••.••• Williams 
Johansen ••••••• Harvard 
Gray ••••••••••. Springfield 
McEwan .•••••••• Worcester Tech 
Herguth •••••••• MIT 
Mendel ••..••••• Harvard 
Coote .••••••••• Wesleyan 
Sidney •••••••.• Dartmouth 
Bijur .••••••••• Brown 
Ferguson ••••••• Trinity 
Coleman ••••••.• Amherst 
















Robertson ••• Princeton 
McDonald •••• Penn 
Perry ••••••• cornell 
Hosterman ••• Penn State 
Watts ••••••• Princeton 
Russell ••••• Princeton 
Hunter •••••• Penn 
Nemchik •.••• Temple 
Powell ••.••• Princeton 
Crothers •••• swarthmore 
Richardson .• Princeton 
Substitutes: 





Decker .••••. Penn 
Wood .••••••• cornell 
Schuler ••••• Penn State 
Ewing ••••••• Princeton 
Thatcher •••• Swarthmore 
Partridge ••• Penn 
Raleigh ••••• Army 
Plummer ••••• Princeton 
Reller •••••• swarthmore 
Podrisky .••• Cornell 
TABLE III (continued) 
New England District 
Coote .•••.. Wesleyan 
Gidney .•••• Dartmouth 
Roberts .••• Springfield 
Babb ••.••.• Springfield 
Bijur ••.••• Brown 
Fox •••••••• Williams 
Page ••••••• Harvard 
Gray ••••••• Springfield 
Munro .••••• Springfield 
Erickson ••• Yale 
Mendel •••.• Harvard 
New England District 
Stott ..••.• Amherst 
Hadley .•••• Williams 
Stevens •••• Yale 
Ives .•••••• Harvard 
Ferguson ••• Trinity 
Howe •.••••• Mass State 
Condon ••••• Springfield 
Mortenson .• Springfield 
Coleman •••• Amherst 
Kelly •••••• Tufts 
Haines ••••• Yale 
+1940 NCAA Guide, P• 40. 
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Southern District 
Refo .••••••. Navy 
Partridge ..• Navy 
Grenough .••• Virginia 
Galbreath ••• Western Md. 
Harnsberger.Davidson 
Hart .••••••• Towson 
Shock ••••••• Towson 
Briggs •••••• Johns Hopkins 
Asan .••••••• Duke 
Parker .••••• Navy 
Ernst ••••••• Maryland 
Southern District 
Kirchner •••• Clemson 
Lerner .••••• Virginia 
Peters •••••• Frostburg 
Horsey •••.•• Salisbury 
Reedy, •••• , .Navy 
Fruechtl •••• Navy 
Keyes ••••••• Virginia 
McFayden .••• Davidson 
Rudy .•••.••• Maryland 
Tomlinson .•• Western Md. 
Graham •••••• Navy 
TABLR III (continued) 
1940 Season+ 
All-Intercollegiate 
Middle Atlantic District 
G Ochs., ••••••• Cornell 
RFB Ewing •••••••• Princeton 
LFB Roberts •••••• Haverford 
RHB Hosterman •••• Penn State 
CHB Evans •••••••• Haverford 
LHB Partridge •••• Penn 
OR Robie .••••••• Princeton 
IR Galindo .••••• Penn State 
CF Flaccus •.•••• Haverford 
IL Plununer .••••• Princeton 






Deitz .••••••• Swarthmore 
Huster .•••••• Penn 
Ackroyd •••••• Lafayette 
Thatcher ••••• swarthmore 
Slonaker .•••• Princeton 
Perry •••••••• Cornell 
Taylor ••••••• Cornell 
Blanchard .••• Swarthmore 
Worthington,.Princeton 
Allison •••••• Haverford 
Delaplaine ••• Swarthmore 
New England District 
Munroe •••••• Dartmouth 
Ives •••••••• Harvard 
Josephson •.• Wesleyan 
Klaman •••••• Mass.State 
Edgar •••••.• Harvard 
Carton ••.••• Yale 
Smith .••.••• Dartmouth 
W. Waters .•• Wesleyan 
Freeman ••••• Wesleyan 
Gray .•••• Springfield 
Haines •••••• Yale 
Aron •••••••• Yale 
Gidney •••••• Dartmouth 
Stevens ••••• Yale 
Alton ••••••• Wesleyan 
Muckley ••••• Wesleyan 
Allen ••••••• Williams 
Carey ••••••• Amherst 
Van Puerson.Yale 
Eckhardt .••• Dartmouth 
Kelley .••••• Tufts 
Thompson •••• Brown 
+1941 NCAA Guide, p. 47-48. 
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Southern District 
Maisel •••••• Maryland 
Lewis ••.•••• High Point 
Shockley .••. Western Md. 
Keyes ••••••• Virginia 
Reedy .••.••• Navy 
Hart •••••••• Towson 
Farrior .•••• Davidson 
Davis ••••••• Navy 
Ernst •.••••• Maryland 
Shock .•••••• Towson 
Tomlinson ••. Western Md. 
Vinson .••••• Davidson 
Drew •••••••. Navy 
Johnson •• , •• Duke 
Wharton ••••• Delaware 
Cruickshank.Maryland 
Cowdrick .• ,.Duke 
Gwynn ••••••• Johns Hopkins 
Melvin •••••• Maryland 
Tyler ••••••• Salisbury 
Meyers •••••• Frostburg 
Rieve .•••••• Navy 
Duggan •••.•• Johns Hopkins 
Tarbutton ••• Western Md. 
Lewis .•••••• Western Md. 
Schroeder ••• Maryland 
McDonough ••• loyola 
TABLE III (continued) 
1941 Season+ Chosen by William Jeffrey and Richard Schmelzer 
Heisler ••••••••• .Amherst 
Jarina •••••••••• Springfield 
Ports ••••••••••• Maryland 
Cope •••••••••••• swarthmore 
Guckeyson ••••••• Army 
Cummings •••••••• Yale 
Smith ••••••••••• Dartmouth 
Galindo ••••••••• Penn State 
Schmidt ••••••••• Springfield 
King •••••••••••• Penn State 












Halpen ••••••••••••• Temple 
Roberts •••••••••••• Haverford 
Geppart •••••••••••• Dartmouth 
Chapman •••••••••••• .Amherst 
Megrail •••••••••••• Penn State 
Crawford ••••••••••• Navy 
Blatz •••••••••••••• Cornell 
Evans •••••••••••••• Haverford 
Hritz •••••••••••••• Temple 
Lorenc ••••••••••••• Temple 
Chamberlain •••••••• Princeton 
1942 Season+ Chosen by Selection Committee 
Brewer •••••••••• Princeton 
Millet •••••••••• Yale 
Schubert •••••••• RPI 
Hartman ••••••••• Penn State 
Palmer •••••••••• Princeton 
Cummings •••••••• Yale 
Lonbana ••••••••• Penn State 
Lorenc •••••••••• Temple 
Hritz ••••••••••• Temple 
Gifford ••••••••• Army 
Chamberlain ••••• Princeton 
Honorable Mention: 
Goal 
Kozube •••••••••• West Chester 
Ford •••••••••••• Lafayette 
Giannotti ••••••• Mass 
FB 
Hill •••••••••••• Worcester Tech 
Day ••••••••••••• Haverford 
Anderson •••••••• Yale 
Freeman ••••••••• Penn State 
RB 
Thompson •••••••• Williams 
Schnure ••••••••• Penn State 
Weber ••••••••••• Temple 
Cushman ••••••••• Army 
Newbold ••••••••• Princeton 












Moore •••••••••••••• Haverford 
Montinho ••••••••••• Springfield 
Close •••••••••••••• Princeton 
Evans •••••••••••••• Haverford 
Lilley ••••••••••••• Yale 
Stebbins ••••••••••• Mass 
Huireit •••••••••••• .Amherst 
Subre .. a ••••••••••• Navy 
Hartnell ••••••••••• RPI 
Weigelmesser ••••••• swarthmore 
Teran .••••• e ••••• a.RPI 
Forwards 
Moore .••••••••••.•• Anny 
Sciola ••••••••••••• Army 
Blanchard •••••••••• swarthmore 
Schmid .•••••••••••• Springfield 
Eaton •••••••••••••• Springfield 
Koelsch •••••••••••• Princeton 
Caulkins ••••••••••• Yale 
Willets •••••••••••• Stevens 
Williams ••••••••••• Penn State 
Scott, ••••••••••••• Penn 
Faust •••••••••••••• Penn 
Stokes ••••••••••••• Haverford 
Pond ••••••••••••••• Haverford 
Donovan •••••••••••• Mass 
Hellig ••••••••••••• Worcester Tech 
-fr.1ay 1942 Newsletter, p. 12; Feb. 1943 Newsletter p. 12. 
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+ 1943 Season 
All-Americans 
TABLE III (Continued) 
Chosen by NSCAA 
Gorsline ••••••• Navy G Cox .••••••••• Cornell 
G. Davis ••••• Penn 
Hunter ••••••. Cornell 
Jarina ••••••••• RPI (ex-Springfield) RFB 
Reaves ••••••••• Navy 
45 
Lilley ••••••••• RPI (ex-Yale) 
Chaires •••••••• Navy 
LFB 
RHB Stebbins ••••• Dartmouth (ex-Mass) 
Palmer ••••••••• RPI (ex-Princeton) 
J. Lonbana .•••• Penn State 
Hritz •••••••••• Penn (ex-Temple) 
Calisto •••••••• Navy 
Sciolla •••••••• Army 
F. Teran ••••••• RPI 
1944 Season+ 
CHB Montero •••••• RPI 
LHB Cushman •••••• Army 
OR DeBurlo •••••• swarthmore 
IR Calder ••••••• Army 
CF Price •••••••• Cornell (ex-Princeton) 
IL M. Teran ••••• RPI 
OL Matlack .••••• Penn (ex-Haverford) 
All-Americans Chosen by NSCAA 
E. Greabner •••• Penn State 
McDonough •••••• Cornell 
G. A. Reaves ••• Navy 
H. L. Cobb ••••• Army 
W. Bahr •••••••• Temple 
T. Van Ingen ••• Dartmouth 
Abbath ••••••••• Yale 
G. G. Kirk ••••• Navy 
A. Calisto ••••• Navy 
Townsend ••••••• Penn 
R. Roberts ••••• Dartmouth 
1945 Season+ 
All-Americans 
Tyree •••••••••• Army 
Crowley .••••••• Army 
Barlow ••••••••• Temple 
Clayton •••••••• Haverford 
Benedict ••••••• Army 
Hamilton ••••••• Penn State 
Matlack •••••••• Haverford 
Ketchum .••••••• Penn 
Calisto •••••••• Navy 
Brice •••••••••• Yale 












Machneir .•••• Cornell 
Lambert •••.•• Temple 
Spaeth ••••••• Yale 
Pichtilberger.Swarthmore 
Lenschner •••• Navy 
Llerena •••••• Penn 
J. Osborne ••• Dartmouth 
Hritz •••••••• Temple 
Bailey ••••••• Cornell 
Calder ••••••• Army 
McKenny •••••• Yale 












Jackson •••••• Temple 
Laurent •••••• Yale 
Small •••••••• Navy 
McCullen ••••• Army 
Llerena •••••• Penn 
Mareueck .•••• Navy 
Newell ••••••• Army 
Otero •••••••• Swarthmore 
Jones ••••••.• Haverford 
Castano •••••• Navy 
Paxton .•••••• Swarthmore 
+1944 NCAA Guide p. 62; 1945 NCM Guide p. 60; 1946 NCAA Guide p. 54. 
TABLE III (continued) 
1946 Season+ 
All-Americans 
Tyree •••••••••• Army 
Fancher •••••••• Dartmouth 
Barlow ••••••••• Temple 
Hartman •••••••• Penn State 
Van Bredakolff.Princeton 
Laverson ••••••• Temple 
Molnar ••••••••• Lehigh 
Hamilton ••••••• Penn State 
Jones •••••••••• Haverford 
McLaughlin ••••• Temple 




Graebner ••••••• Penn State 
Carroll •••••••• Dartmouth 
Thau ••••••••••• Springfield 
Forwards 
Rogers ••••••••• Princeton 
Hickman •••••••• West Chester 
Morris .•••••••• Tufts 
Merriam •••••••• Dartmouth 
Carlson •••••••• Springfield 
McKenny •••••••• Yale 
Dath ••••••••••• Temple 
Chosen by NSCAA 
G Sitler •••••••••• Penn 
RFB Tompkins •••••••• Princeton 
LFB Pederson •••••••• swarthmore 
RHB Lucine •••••••••• Haverford 
CHB Hogan ••••••••••• Springfield 
LHB Marley •••••••••• Army 
OR C. Matlack •••••• Haverford 
IR Castano ••••••••• Navy 
CF Blidner ••••••••• Dartmouth 
IL Valtin •••••••••• Swarthmore 
01 Suess ••••••••••• Cortland 
Fullbacks 
Sommers •••••••••• East Stroudsburg 
Monohan •••••••••• Army 
Halfbacks 
Craig •••••••••••• Dartmouth 
Daniels •••••••••• Dartmouth 
Petroff •••••••••• Penn State 
Moulton •••••••••• Springfield 
Buckholder ••••••• Penn 
+1947 NCAA Guide,p. 54; U.S. Annual Soccer Guide, 1947, p. 124. 
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TABLE III (continued) 
+ 1947 Season 
All-Americans 
Schaufelberger •••• Navy 
Pederson •••••••••• Swarthmore 
Lambert ••••••••••• Temple 
Coulter ••••••••••• Navy 
Hogan ••••••••••••• Springfield 
Peard ••••••••••••• Navy 
Whatford •••••••••• Brockport 
Hughes •••••••••••• Temple 
Jones ••••••••••••• Haverford 
Valtin •••••••••••• swarthmore 
Rogers •••••••••••• Princeton 
Honorable Mention:+ 
Goal 
Thau •••••••••••••• Springfield 
Kinling ••••••••••• Johns Hopkins 
D'Annuzio ••••••••• Swarthmore 
LFB 
Montinho ••••.••••• Springfield 
Clark ••••••••• ~ ••• Maryland 
Chew .••..•.••.•••• Navy 
CHB 












Bondi •••••••••• Brockport 
Greene ••••••••• Colgate 
Bea .•••.••.••.• West Chester 
Hartman •••••••• Penn State 
Hosterman •••••• Penn State 
Antoni ••••••••• Penn 
Kretzer •••••••• Penn State 
DaBremo .••••••• Cortland 
Stolzfus ••••••• Amherst 
Brice •••••••••• Yale 
Mead ••••••••••• RPI 
RFB 
Nelson ••••••••• North Carolina 
Magrath •••••.•. Mass 
Internicola .••• Mohawk 
RHB 
Lemcke ••••••••• Colgate 
Winstanley ••••• Dartmouth 
Hart ••••••••••• Towson 
LHB 
Wetherell .•••.• Colgate 
Veras •••••••••• MIT 
47 
Compton ••••••••••• Lehigh 
Johnson ••••••••••• Connecticut 
Cleveland ••••••••• Maryland Earll ••••••••.• Western Maryland 
Lucine ••••••••• Haverford 
OR 
Feteroff •••••••••• Connecticut 
Nelson •••••••••••• Trinity 
Cullivan •••••••••• Navy 
CF 
Merriam ••••••••••• Dartmouth 
Mellott ••••••••••• Lehigh 
Kropfelder •••••••• Loyola 
Belt •••••••••••••• Maryland 
01 
IR 
Salaun .•••••••• Wesleyan 
Benton •• · •••••• • Navy 
Coble .••••••••• High Point 
Lince .••.•••••• Loyola 
IL 
Gray ••••••••••• Rochester 
Berman ••.•••••• Cornell 
Hastings ••••••• Washington 
Reider ••••••••••• Maryland 
Marlio ••••••••••• MIT 
Boak ••••••••••••. North Carolina 
+1943 NCAA Soccer Guide, p. 78; U.S. Annual Soccer Guide, 1947, 
pp. 123-124. 
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TABLE III (continued) 
1948 Season+ 
All-Americans 
Bondi •••••••••• Brockport 
Moutinho ••••••• Springfield 
Lambert •••• _• ••• Temple 
Brown •••••••••• Cortland 
Hosterman •••••• Penn State 
Lucine ••••••••• Haverford 
Fetteroff •••••• Connecticut 
Berman ••••••••• Cornell 
Stolzfus ••••••• Amherst 
Belt ••••••••••• Maryland 
Baldwin •••••••• Connecticut 
Also-
Sheppell ••••••• Seton Hall 
Veras •••••••••• MIT 
Jones •••••••••• Haverford 
Rowan •••••••••• Brockport 
RFB 
Bea •••••••••••• West Chester 
Holt ••••••••••• Mass 
RHB 
Kinling •••••••• Johns Hopkins 
Looney ••••••••• RPI 
LHB 
MacDonald •••••. Springfield 
Lee •••••••••••• San Francisco 
OR 
C. Nelson •••••• Trinity 
Demick ••••••••• East Stroudsburg 
Tersi •••••••••• Maryland 
IL 
Little ••••••••• Penn State 
Potter ••••••••• Harvard 
Pratt •••••••••• Connecticut 
















Schaufelberger •••• Navy 
Pederson •••••••••• Swarthmore 
McLernan •••••••••• Navy 
Hannah •••••••••••• Penn State 
Johnson ••••••••••• Connecticut 
Peard ••••••••••••• Navy 
Whatford •••••••••• Brockport 
J. Hughes ••••••••• Temple 
Derr ••••••••.••••• Cornell 
Salaun •••••••••••• Wesleyan 
Dollarton ••••••••• West Chester 
Honorable Mention 
Goal 
McGrath •.••••••••• Mass 
Pott •••••••••••••• Swarthmore 
Seymour ••••••••••• West Chester 
LFB 
Demi trou ••••••.••• MIT 
Negoescu •••••••••• San Francisco 
Wynne ••••••••••••• Lafayette 
CHB 
DiBenedetto ••••••• Cortland 
Hogan ••••••••••••• Springfield 
Linz •••••••••••••• Maryland 
Walker •••••••••••. California 
IR 
Kelly ••••••••••••• Seton Hall 
Weiss ••••••••••••• Harvard 
Apaykin ••••••••••• California 
CF 
Abbazzia •••••••••• Seton Hall 
Lownes •••••••••••• Penn 
Weitzel ••••••••••• F & M 
Neuhaus ••••••••••• Cal Aggies 
OL 
Arena ••••••••••••. Lafayette 
E. Nelson ••••••••• Trinity 
Townsend •••••••••• Penn 
+u.s. Annual Soccer Guide, 1948, pp. 122-123. 
TABLE III (continued) 
1949 Season+ 
All-Americans 
Bondi ••••••••• Brockport 
Blozie •••••••• Connecticut 
Negoescu •••••• san Francisco 
Dunbar •••••••• Amherst 
Mahrer •••••••• Brooklyn 
Thompson •••••• Brockport 
Nelson •••••••• Trinity 
Little •••••••• Penn State 
Grillo •••••••• Brooklyn 
Lownes •••••••• Penn 
Dollarton ••••• West Chester 
Honorable Mention: 
Goal 
Milhaven •••••• Cortland 
Billington •••• Princeton 
Jarmalowsky ••• Brooklyn 
LFB 
Colquhoun ••••• Penn 
Wynn •••••••••• Lafayette 
CHB 
McLernan •••••• Navy 
Wood •••••••••• Trinity 
OR 
B. Shane •••••• swarthmore 
Whatford •••••• Brockport 
CF 
Derr •••••••••• Cornell 
Gigon ••••••••• Lehigh 
OL 












Scheffer •••.•••• Brown 
Carleton •••••••• Lehigh 
Simpson ••••••••• Temple 
J. Hannah ••••••• Seton Hall 
Hogan ••••••••••• Springfield 
Osibogun •••••••• San Francisco 
Fetteroff ••••••• Connecticut 
Weiss ••••••••••• Harvard 
Barlow •••••••••• Temple 
Shipley ••••••••• Haverford 
Meng •••••••••••• Cornell 
RFB 
Masias •••••••••• Navy 
Spaeth •••••••••• Haverford 
RHB 
Hannah •••••••••• Penn State 
Kinling ••••••••• Johns Hopkins 
LHB 
Stern ••••••••••• West Chester 
Wardrop ••••••••• Army 
IR 
Belt •••••••••••• Maryland 
Kelly ••••••••••• Seton Hall 
IL 
Geiger •••••••••• Trinity 
Spivak •••••••••• Harvard 
Matute •••••• San Francisco 
Baldwin ••••• Connecticut 
+1950 NCM Guide, p. 17. 
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TABLE III (continued) 
1950 Season+ 
All-Americans 
Bondi •••••••••• Brockport 
Mothorpe ••••••• Brockport 
J. Hall •••••••• Dartmouth 
Hannah ••••••••• Seton Hall 
Sheppell ••••• 0 .Seton Hall 
Stern •••••••••• West Chester 
Andreadis •••••• Brooklyn 
Little ••••••••• Penn State 
Derr ••••••••••• Cornell 
Gomez •••••••••• RPI 
Dollarton •••• 0 .West Chester 
Honorable Mention: 
Goal 
Miller ••••••••• Oberlin 
Rose ••••••••••• Cornell 
Baer ••••••••••• Maryland 
LFB 
Delgado •••••••• Brooklyn 
Menge •••••••••• Temple 
Athanassiades •• Yale 
CHB 
Deitch ••••••••• Yale 
Palmer ••••••••• Oberlin 
Guza ••••••••••• Slippery Rock 
OR 
Mott ••••••••••• Princeton 
Blodgett ••••••• Yale 
Betts •••••••••• Delaware 
CF 
Linde •••••••••• Drexel 
Colquhoun •••••• Penn 
Alyasir •••••••• swarthmore 
01 












Pott ••••••••••• swarthmore 
Strealdorf ••••• Army 
Auguste •••••••• RPI 
Stier •••••••••• Drexel 
Mahrer ••••••••• Brooklyn 
Thompson ••••••• Brockport 
Buss ••••••••••• Penn State 
Belt ••••••••••• Maryland 
Burnett •••••••• Arnherst 
Coleman •••••••• Penn State 
Meng ••••••••••• Cornell 
RFB 
Simpson •••••••• Temple 
Crutcher ••••••• Princeton 
Soberberg •••••• Maryland 
RHB 
Bricker •••••••• Thiel 
Pappas ••••••••• Springfield 
Farias ••••••••• Fitchburg 
LHB 
Wardrop •••••••• Army 
Van Sant ••••••• Delaware 
Spreen ••••••••• springfield 
IR 
Weiss •••••••••• Harvard 
Kelly •••••••••• seton Hall 
Babela ••••••••• Panzer 
IL 
Wirth •••••••••• Syracuse 
McNerny •••••••• Thiel 
Shipley •••••••• Haverford 
Farelli ••••••• slippery Rock 
Dudley •••••••• Oberlin 
Acuna ••••••••• Wheaton 
+1951 NCAA Guide, p. 17. 
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TABLE III (continued) 
1951 Season+ 
All-Americans Chosen by NSCAA 
Miller •••••••••••• Oberlin 
Morrell .•••••••••• Indiana 
Augusta ••••••••••• RPI 
Hannah •••••••••••• Seton Hall 
Palmer •••••••••••• Oberlin 
Orbaker ••••••••••• Brockport 
Kennan •••••••••••• Earlham 
Place ••••••••••••• swarthmore 
Boateng ••••••••••• Cornell 
Bellows ••••••••••• Oberlin 
Puglisi ••••••••••• West Chester 
Honorable Mention: 
Goal 












Milhaven •••••••••• Cortland 
Kashevaroff ••••••• San Francisco State 
LFB 
Athanassaides ••••• Yale 
Crutcher •••••••••• Princeton 
Fernandes ••••••••• Amherst 
CHB 
Livezey •••••••• Earlham 
Menge •••••••••• Temple 
J. Hall •••••••• Dartmouth 
Follmer •••••••• Penn State 
Oliver ••••••••• Temple 
Nichols •••••••• Ohio State 
Gigon •••••••••• Lehigh 
Andreadis •••••• Brooklyn 
Devaney •••••••• Penn 
Gomez •••••••••• RPI 
Jayne •••••••••• Navy 
RFB 
Baur ••••••••••• Haverford 
Mueller •••••••• RPI 
Engard ••••••••• West Chester 
RHB 
Thompson ••••••• Connecticut 
Diaz ••••••••••• San Francisco 
Powlus ••••••••• Lock Haven 
LHB 
Butt ••••••••••• Springfield 
51 
Osibogun •••••••••• San Francisco 
Kragas •••••••••••• North Carolina State 
Axtell •••••••••••• Kenyon 
Holmes ••••••••• san Francisco State 
Almquist ••••••• Trinity 
OR 
Stylianopooulos ••• Cornell 
Hamilton •••••••••• Maryland 
Hills ••••••••••••• Hamilton 
CF 
Burnett ••••••••••• Amherst 
Stimmel ••••••••••• slippery Rock 
Rostek •••••••••••• Baltimore 
OL 
IR 
Foy •••••••••••• North Carolina 
Savage ••••••••• Maryland 
Dunn ••••••••••• Temple 
IL 
Surrock •••••••• Baltimore 
Coleman •••••••• Penn State 
K. Hall •••••••• Slippery Rock 
Koutsantanou •••• ccNY 
Leibiger •••••••• Stevens 
Joss •••••••••••• Wheaton 
+1952 NCAA Guide, p. 16. 
TABLE III (continued) 
1952 Season+ 
All-Americans Chosen by NSCAA 
Ferguson ••••••••• Kenyon 
Ufford ••••••••••• Harvard 
J. Hall •••••••••• Dartmouth 
Marshall ••••••••• Springfield 
Moulder •••••••••• Oberlin 
Butt ••••••••••••• Springfield 
Yoder •••••••••••• F & M 
Dunn ••••••••••••• Temple 
Devaney •••••••••• Penn 
Strauch •••••••••• Duke 
Puglisi •••••••••• West Chester 
Honorable Mention: 
Goal 
Hannah ••••••••••• Purdue 
Lenz ••••••••••••• F & M 
Telfer ••••••••••• Albany State 
Hare ••••••••••••• San Francisco 
LFB 












Gahres ••••••••••• East Stroudsburg 
Schmitt •••••••••• Drexel 
CHB 
Klaus •••••••••••• Penn State 
Moore •••••••••••• Brooklyn 
W. Lindberg •••••• Champlain 
Osibogun ••••••••• San Francisco 
OR 
Duys ••••••••••••• Duke 
F. Smith ••••••••• Army 
Bicknell ••••••••• Navy 
CF 
Stimmel •••••••••• Slippery Rock 
Andreadis •••••••• Brooklyn 
Blodgett ••••••••• Yale 
Buck ••••••••• Allegheny 
Bachtell •• ~ •• East Stroudsburg 
Burger ••••••• Champlain 
Palmer ••••••• Oberlin 
Dietche •• ~ ••• Yale 
Orbaker •••••• Brockport 
Nelson ••••••• Syracuse 
Van Wart ••••• Brockport 
Rostek ••••••• Baltimore 
F. Adams ••••• Army 
Bashor ••••••• Slippery Rock 
RFB 
LoMonaco ••••• Brooklyn 
Baden •••••••• Maryland 
Lapton ••••••• Mass 
RHB 
Rice ••••••••• Dartmouth 
Follmer •••••• Penn State 
Pinczower •••• CCNY 
LHB 
Wilkinson •••• Drexel 
Levorchick ••• Cortland 
J. Lindberg •• Champlain 
IR 
Budnitz •••••• Johns Hopkins 
Daouphars •••• CCNY 
Quinn •••••••• Williams 
IL 
Mutschler •••• Trinity 
Kulleseid •••• Stevens 
Wirth •••••••• Syracuse 
52 
Andrews •••••• San Francisco State 
OL 
Weidner ••••••• Buffalo State 
Felano •••••••• Panzer 
Lunt •••••••••• Trinity 
+1953 NCAA Guide, p. 13. 
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TABLE III (continued) 
1953 Season+ 
All-Americans 
Cox •••••••••••••• San Francisco 
Gernand •••••••••• Springfield 
Gahres ••••••• East Stroudsburg 
Palmieri ••••••••• Cortland 
James •••••••••••. Duke 
Oliver ••••••••••• Temple 
Ortiz •••••••••••• San Francisco 
Ford ••••••••••••• Wesleyan 
Carlough ••••••••• Trinity 
Mutschler •••••••• Trinity 
Czako •••••••••••• Penn 
Honorable Mention: 
Goal 
Hack ••••••••••••• Johns Hopkins 
Merrick •••••••••• colgate 
Kavanaugh •••••••• Army 
RFB 
Baden •••••••••••• Maryland 
Schmitt •••••••••• Drexel 
R. Smith ••••••••• Earlham 
CHB 
Thoms •••• 0 ••••••• 0berlin 
W. Lindberg •••••• Albany State 
Rogers ••••••••••• Amherst 
OR 
Clark •••••••••••• Wheaton 
Hirsh •••••••••••• Dartmouth 
O'Grady •••••••••• California 
CF 
Hutchins •• 0 •••••• Johns Hopkins 
Thisted •••••••••• RPI 
Dajani ••••••••••• California 
OL 












Buck •••••••••••• Allegheny 
Posluszney •••••• Roanoke 
F. Shultz ••••••• Oberlin 
Verducci •••••••• san Francisco State 
Byrnes •••••••••• Frostburg State 
J. Lindberg ••••• Albany State 
Chagnon ••••••••• Brockport 
Dunn •••••••••••• Temple 
Ball •••••••••••• Slippery Rock 
Drawbaugh ••••••• Dartmouth 
Puglisi ••••••••• West Chester 
RFB 
Anderson •••••••• San Francisco State 
Fatkin •••••••••• Frostburg State 
Linton •••••••••• Western Maryland 
RHB 
O'Connell ••••••• Trinity 
Wohlfort •••••••• Baltimore 
Dennon •••••••••• Yale 
LHB 
Bailor •••••••••• Wheaton 
Quastler •••••••• Purdue 
Lueft ••••••••••• Springfield 
IR 
Snylyk •••••••••• Rochester 
Pike •••••••••••• san Francisco 
Djujich ••••••••• Purdue 
IL 
F. Adams •••••••• Army 
Grabowski ••••••• Roanoke 
Suarez •••••••••• Stanford 
Black ••••••••••• Army 
McDade •••••••••• Roanoke 
McLaughlin •••••• Delaware 
54 
TABLE III (continued) 
1954 Season+ 
All-Americans Chosen by NSCAA 
Newell ••••••••• Navy 
Siemons •••••••• Allegheny 
Riquezes ••• 0 ••• Duke 
Palmieri ••••••• Cortland 
Thoms •••••••••• Oberlin 
Oliver ••••••••• Temple 
Clark •••••••••• Wheaton 
Dunn ••••••••••• Temple 
Packer ••••••••• Penn State 
F. Adams ••••••• Army 
Pinzich •••••••• Penn State 
Honorable Mention: 
Goal 
Szymanski •••••• Washington 
Stuebben ••••••• King's Point 
Woods •• o ••••••• Stanford 
LFB 
Arguello ••••••• RPI 
Johnson •••••••• Maryland 













Aquerreutta •••• North Carolina State 
Rey •••••••••••• West Chester 
Mossel ••••••••• Rochester 
OR 
Harsch ••••••••• Indiana 
Fair ••••••••••• Slippery Rock 
Greene ••••••••• Purdue 
CF 
D. Harmon •••••• Western Maryland 
McCalister ••••• Brockport 
Koutsantanou ••• CCNY 
01 
Ferguson •• 0 •••• Kenyon 
Rahal •••••••••• Western Reserve 
Dierks. 0 ••••••• Penn State 
Didrikson •••••• Temple 
Mepham ••••••••• Cortland 
Molina.o.oo••••San Francisco C.C. 
Inglessis •••••• swarthmore 
Zamora ••••••••• San Francisco c.c. 
Ornary ••• o •••••• Indiana 
Zartman •••••••• Ursinus 
Czako •••••••••• Penn 
RFB 
Anderson ••••••• San Francisco State 
Smith •••••••••• Purdue 
Fatkin ••••••••• Frostburg 
RHB 
Conley ••••••••• Oberlin 
Morekas •••••••• Johns Hopkins 
Bak •••••••••••• Ohio State 
LHB 
Manspeaker ••••• Buffalo State 
J. Lindberg •••• Albany State 
McCabe ••••••••• Cortland 
IR 
Roman •••••••••• West Chester 
Snylyk ••••••••• Rochester 
W. Schmid •••••• Brockport 
IL 
MacQuarrie ••••• Yale 
Wilkison ••••••• swarthmore 
Winkelman. 0 •••• Maryland 
Black ••••••••• Army 
McLaughlin •••• Delaware 
Naclerio •••••• CCNY 
+1955 NCAA Guide, p. 10. 
TABLE III (continued) 55 
+ 1955 Season 
All-Americans Chosen by NSCAA 
Davins •••••••• Bridgeport 
Ossio ••••••••• California 
Simpson ••••••• Temple 
Conly .•••••••• Oberlin 
Rey ••••••••••• West Chester 
Hicks ••••••••• Indiana 
Malinowski •••• Baltimore 
Karawan ••••••• Navy Pier 
Packer •••••••• Penn State 
Arnold •••••••• Wheaton 
K. Hall ••••••• Amherst 
Honorable Mention: 
Goal 
Montgomery •••• Stanford 
Szymanski ••••• Washington College 
Livingston •••• Towson 
LFB 
Riquezes •••••• Duke 
Carter •••••••• Ohio Wesleyan 













Bertz ••••••••• Ohio State 
Portocarrero •• San Francisco State 
Menary •••••••• Panzer 
Milner •••••••• Swarthmore 
OR 
Preshel ••••••• Cornell 
Schneppat ••••• Earlham 
K. Lindfors ••• Oberlin 
CF 
Omary ••••••••• Indiana 
Swanson ••••••• Trinity 
Smoot ••••••••• Washington College 
OL 
Burger ••••••••••• Ursinus 
Tingley •••••••••• Springfield 
Coward .•••••••••• Purdue 
R. Wilson •••••••• West Chester 
Stacharowski ••••• Baltimore 
Rada ••••••••••••• RPI 
Lincoln •••••••••• Williams 
Cooke ••.••••••••• Yale 
J. Njoku-Obi ••••• San Francisco 
L. Shane ••••••••• Swarthmore 
Cummings ••••••••• Cortland 
RFB 
Davie •••••••••••• Williams 
W. Schultz ••••••• Stevens 
Massimino •••••••• Navy 
RHB 
Mack ••••••••••••• Stanford 
Hinchey •••••••••• Brockport 
Singer ••••••••••• Indiana 
LHB 
Karwacki ••••••••• Baltimore 
Leuft •••••••••••• Springfield 
N. Otto •••••••••• Earlham 
IR 
W. Schmid •••••••• Brockport 
Fanucci •••••••••• Temple 
Boyle •••••••••••• Slippery Rock 
IL 
Cothran •••••••••• North Carolina 
Washofsky •••••••• Drexel 
Van Dyke ••••••••• Kenyon 
Guiterrez ••••••••• Penn 
Schull •••••••••••• RPI 
Fitzwilliam ••••••• Navy 
+1956 NCAA Guide) p. 13. 
TABLE III (continued) 
+ 1956 Season 
All-Americans 
Easterling •••••••• Wheaton 
Coward •••••••••••• Purdue 
Chosen by NSCM 
Whitney ••••••••• Drexel 
Neiders ••••••••• Ohio State 
Huryn ••••••••••• Fenn 
56 
W. Hughes ••••••••• Brockport 
Colmey •••••••••••• Duke 
Litchfuss ••••••••• Towson 
R. Wilson ••••••••• West Chester 












Pilitsis •••••••• Michigan State 
Silvey •••••••••• RPI 
Cooke ••••••••••••• Yale 
Raynard ••••••••••• Trinity 
Washofsky ••••••••• Drexel 
Jethon •••••••••••• Drexel 
Honorable Mention: 
G~al 
D'Armi •••••••••••• East Stroudsburg 
E. Adams •••••••••• Rider 
Long •••••••••.•••• Akron 
LFB 
Fanning ••••••••••• Cornell 
Doherty ••••••••••• Kenyon 
Reed •••••••••••••• Western Maryland 
CHE 
Wicker •••••••••••• Maryland 
Portocarrero •••••• San Francisco State 
Sand •••••••••••••• Ithaca 
OR 
Ryrell •••••••••••• Penn 
Husted •••••••••••• F & M 
Howe •••••••••••••• East Stroudsburg 
CF 
D. Harmon ••••••••• Western Maryland 
Stratta ••••••••••• Cornell 
W. Harmon ••••••••• Towson 
OL 
Hicks ••••••••••• Indiana 
Schneppat ••••••• Earlham 
Torgerson ••••••• Penn State 
J. Njoku-Obi •••• San Francisco 
Wostl ••••••••••• CCNY 
Adolph •••••••••• Wheaton 
RFB 
Massimino ••••••• Navy 
Tingley •• i •••••• Springfield 
Maxson •••••••••• Albany State 
RHB 
Duff •••••••••••• Trinity 
L. Matlack •••••• Haverford 
Lemestre •••••••• CCNY 
LHB 
N. Otto ••••••••• Earlham 
Wilkin •••••••••• Kenyon 
Boyle ••••••••••• W & L 
IR 
Bertz ••••••••••• Ohio State 
Omary ••••••••••• Indiana 
Shea •••••••••••• Trinity 
IL 
Ranzon •••••••••• San Francisco 
Bresanelli •••••• Pittsburg 
Dibos-Perez ••••• california 
Sbrocco ••••••••• Grove City 
Retivov ••••••••• Swarthmore 
Remley •••••••••• West Chester 
+1957 NCAA Guide, p. 13.' 
TABLE III (continued) 57 
+ 1957 Season 
All-Americans Chosen by NSCAA 
Easterling ••••• Wheaton 
Nelson ••••••••• Cornell 
Coward ••••••••• Purdue 
Sullivan ••••••• Springfield 
Paranos •••••••• CCNY 
N. Otto •••••••• Earlham 
Husted ••••••••• F & M 
Torgenson •••••• Penn State 
Bekele ••••••••• Purdue 
Fleck •••••••••• West Chester 
Retivov •••••••• Swarthmore 
Honorable Mention: 
Goal 
Lang ••••••••••• Duke 
Leger •••••••••• RPI 
R. Williams •••• Penn 
LFB 
Weigandt ••••••• Navy Pier 
Wenzel ••••••••• San Jose State 













Morales •••••••• san Francisco C. C. 
McCath ••••••••• Wheaton 
R. Otto •••••••• Earlham 
OR 
Druckman ••••••• cortland 
Rothmuller ••••• Indiana 
Bender ••••••••• Akron 
CF 
Dlugosz •••••••• Drexel 
Gauld •••••••••• Duke 
Lesheim •••••••• Ohio State 
R. Hungerford •• Springfield 
OL 
Roznowski ••••• West Chester 
Wamback ••••••• Navy Pier 
W. Hughes ••••• Brockport 
Schrader •••••• Princeton 
Tover ••••••••• Dayton 
Bressanelli ••• Pittsburg 
McDonald •••••• Maryland 
Siryj ••••••••• Drexel 
Stratta ••••••• Cornell 
Sarria •••••••• Michigan State 
Adolph •••••••• Wheaton 
RFB 
Friedeberg •••• San Francisco State 
Jennings •••••• Washington College 
Maxson •••••••• Albany State 
RHB 
Joseph •••••••• Virginia 
Blair •••••••• ~North Carolina 
Skinner ••••••• Maryland 
LHB 
Pilitsis •••••• Michigan State 
H.Maierhoffer.Penn State 
Prydz ••••••••• San Francisco C. C. 
IR 
Dibos-Perez ••• California 
Shea •••••••••• Trinity 
Bright •••••••• Earlham 
IL 
Jarvie •••••••• Slippery Rock 
Guerra •••••••• San Francisco State 
Quiteno ••••••• California 
Mayall •••••••••••• Penn 
Saindon •• : •••••••• San Francisco 
Zornow •••••••••••• Rochester 
+1958 NCAA Guide, p. 13. 
TABLE III (continued) 58 
+ 1958 Season 
All-Americans 
Williams •••• Penn 
Jennings •••• Washington College 
Tabello ••••• UCLA 
Ganie ••••••• UCLA 
Meehan •••••• Navy 
N. Otto •• 0 •• Earlharn 
Lopresto •••• UCLA 
Sarria •••••• Michigan State 
Dlugosz ••••• Drexel 
Jethon •••••• Drexel 
Zornow •••••• Rochester 
Honorable Mention: 
Goal 
Becker •••••• California 
Ditman •••••• Stanford 
Rach •••••••• Lehigh 
LFB 
Wenzel •••••• San Jose State 
Coward •••••• Purdue 
Ralli ••••••• California 
CHB 
Richardson •• Amherst 
R. Otto ••••• Earlharn 
Paranos ••••• CCNY 
OR 
Cook •••••••• Michigan State 
Sykes ••••••• Amherst 
Schull •••••• Duke 
CF 
Buttner ••••• Grove City 
Uricoechea •• California Aggies 
Baskett ••••• Princeton 
01 












Morhardt •••••••• Connecticut 
Schrnoyer •••••••• Ursinus 
Muschek ••••••••• Drexel 
Kungl ••••••••••• Akron 
B. Lindfors ••••• Oberlin 
Coates •••••••••• Maryland 
Howe •••••••••••• East Stroudsburg 
Gibbs ••••••••••• Howard 
Guild ••••••••••• Trinity 
Jarvie •••••••••• Slippery Rock 
Csobaji ••••••••• RPI 
WB 
Wyatt ••••••••••• Pittsburg 
Pott •••••••••••• Wheaton 
Blake ••••••••••• Dartmouth 
RHB 
VanderHorst ••••• Michigan State 
Schrader •••••••• Princeton 
Yantz ••••••••••• Rochester 
LHB 
Cooke ••••••••••• Winston-Salem 
Taylor •••••••••• Colgate 
Cox ••••..••••••• Wheaton 
IR 
Fiedler ••••••••• Penn State 
Shea •••••••••••• Trinity 
Liacuris •••••••• Maryland 
IL 
Charleton ••••.•• Ternple 
Miller •••••••••• East Stroudsburg 
Guerra •••••••••• San Francisco State 
Woodard •••• Brockport 
Kress •••••• Slippery Rock 
Saindon •• ~.San Francisco 
+1959 NCAA Guide, p. 13. 
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1959 Season+ 
All-Americans Chosen by NSCAA 
Santos •••••• Fairleigh-Dickinson G 
Gallo ••••••• Temple RFB 
DiMaggio ••••• Washington College 
Wyatt •••••••• Pittsburg 
Huryn ••••••• Fenn LFB 
Hazekiah •••• Howard RHB 
Dueker •••••• st. Louis 
Cosgrove •••• Baltimore 
Taylor •••••• Colgate 
Chyzowich ••• Temple 
Heron ••••••• Michigan State 
Streder ••••• Michigan State 




Forman ••••••• Haverford 
Bagnoli •••••• Harvard 
LFB 
Jackson •••••• Springfield 
Keyes •••••••• Harvard 
Solney ••••••• CCNY 
CHB 
Heyen •••••••• Brockport 
Kleine ••••••• Fairleigh-Dickinson 
Romine ••••••• Maryland 
OR 
Sweeney •••••• Cortland 
Kuzuba ••••••• Chicago 
Shelesky ••••• Lock Haven 
CF 
Varga •••••••• Western Maryland 
Martin ••••••• Maryland 









Tong •• , 0 ,0berlin 
Watson ••••••• Army 
Knobbe ••••••• st. Louis 
T. Njoku ••••• San Francisco 
Offerman ••••• Pratt 
Trost •••••••• st. Louis 
Buttner •••••• Grove City 
Guild •••.•••• Trinity 
Miller ••••••• East Stroudsburg 
R,Maierhoffer,Cornell 
RFB 
Macky •••••••• Allegheny 
Mallory •••••• Amherst 
Malouf ••••••• MIT 
RHB 
Zampella ••••• West Chester 
Kovacsics •••• Haverford 
Parker ••••••• Navy 
LHB 
Davis •••••••• West Chester 
Serfis ••••••• Hartwick 
McCall ••••••• Harvard 
IR 
Gibbs •••••••• Howard 
Zucker ••••••• Bridgeport 
Kuhn ••••••••• Mt. St, Mary's 
IL 
Wu ••••••••••• Swarthmore 
Charleton, •• ,Temple 
H. Beck •••••• Baltimore 
Okine, ••• Michigan State 
Kress •••• Slippery Rock 
+ 0 d 11 1960 NCAA Gui e, p. • 
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TABLE III (continued) 
1960 Season+ 
All-Americans Chosen by NSCAA 
Politz ••••••••• Baltimore 
Taylor ••••••••• Haverford 
Remley ••••••••• West Chester 
Kovacsics •••••• Haverford 
Heyen •••••••••• Bridgeport 
Scanlon •••••••• LaSalle 
Sweeney •••••••• Cortland 
Lissy •••••••••• Drexel 
Schmidt •••••••• Rutgers 
Charlton ••••••• Temple 
Taylor ••••••••• Colgate 
Honorable Mention: 
Goal 
Imhoff ••••••••• Roberts Wesleyan 
Kutynsky ••••••• Navy Pier 
Finney ••••••••• Davidson 
LFB 
Rodgers •••••••• Penn State 
Attanasio •••••• Connecticut 
Wittig ••••••••• Hobart 
CHB 
Kemeling ••••••• Michigan State 
W. Zorn •••••••• Newark Coll. Eng. 
Bruklis •••••••• Brooklyn 
OR 












Abers •••••••••• San Francisco State 
Lee-Aphon •••••• Worcester Poly 
CF 
Williams ••••••• West Chester 
Guild •••••••••• Trinity 
Ott •••••••••••• Bucknell 
OL 
Roussel •••••••••••• st. Peters 
Mallory •••••••••••• Amherst 
Bubb ••••••••••••••• Denison 
Klein •••••••••••••• St. Louis 
Kalme .••••••••••••• Penn 
Offerman ••••••••••• Pratt 
Howe ••••••••••• ~ ••• East Stroudsburg 
Krasij ••••••••••••• Connecticut 
Van Amerongen •••••• Princeton 
Schilloff •••••••••• Drexel 
Gibbs •••••••••••••• Brooklyn 
RFB 
Cheeks ••••••••••••• Elizabethtown 
Roehn •••••••••••••• Colgate 
Vosswinkle ••••••••• Maryland 
RHB 
Vehslage ••••••••••• Princeton 
Knaggs ••••••••••••• Stanford 
Kruppa ••••••••••••• Akron 
LHB 
Shad ••••••••••••••• Bucknell 
Psomiades •••••••••• Temple 
Berghaeger ••••••••• MIT 
IR 
Hazekiah ••••••••••• Howard 
Pearce ••••••••••••• Yale 
Hultgreen •••••• ~ ••• Middlebury 
IL 
Werner ••••••••••••• Lynchburg 
Kungl •••••••••••••• Akron 
Adams •••••••••••••• Hobart 
Zorn ••••••••••• Cortland 
Hershey •••••••• Elizabethtown 
Pustilnick ••••• Baltimore 
+1961 NCAA Guide, p. 9. 
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TABLE III (continued) 
1961 Season+ 
All-Americans 
Houtkruyer •••• ccNY 
Po· Je •••••••••• Brooklyn 
Li S F · St •••••••••••• an rancisco • 
Fagan N •........ avy 
Kemeling •••••• Michigan State 
Shirk ••••••••• East Stroudsburg 
Rutherford •••• Williams 
Kria w h' t U •••••••••• as ing on • 
Williams •••••• West Chester 
Malone •••••••• st. Louis 
Choo •••••••••• california 
Honorable Mention: 
Goal 
Juenger ••••••• west Chester 
Scolnick •••••• Aroherst 
Hough ••••••••• Duke 
LFB 
Buck p •••••••••• enn 
Ziobro •••••••• Ithica 
Seltzer ••••••• Elizabethtown 
CHB 
Zorn •••••••••• Newark Coll. Eng. 
Michal k' St L . s i •••••• ouis 
Menninger ••••• Maryland 
OR 
S. 1 ig er •••••••• Frostburg 
Brauss •••••••• Brockport 
Larrimore ••••• washington 
CF 
Schm'd i t ••••••• Rutgers 
Tertemez •••••• Maryland 
Quigley ••••••• Brockport 












Knorlein •••••••• Baltimore 
Holmes •••••••••• Wheaton 
Eden •••••••••••• cortland 
Stanatis •••••••• Pratt 
Burenin ••••••••• San Francisco 
Kampa ••••••••••• Brooklyn 
Balassi .•••••••• st. Louis 
Braathen •••••••• st. Louis 
Gertstenberger •• Albany 
-Beck •••••••••••• Baltimore 
Coles ••••••••••• Washington College 
RFB 
Luczak •••••••••• Buffalo State 
Fuller •••••••••• Rutgers 
Morehouse ••••••• Swarthmore 
RHB 
zsebedics .•••••• Western Maryland 
Graham •••••••••• Michigan State 
Bos ••••••••••••• san Francisco state 
LHB 
Liberati •••••••• Pitt 
van Winkle •••••• Middlebury 
Mizne ••••••••••• NYU 
IR 
Thole .•••••••••• oswego 
Filizola •••••••• Michigan State 
Kaeser •••••••••• Navy 
IL 
Latkovic •••••••• NYU 
Dickrariian •••••• Bridgeport 
Guthrie ••••••••• Earlham 
01 
Kelly •••••••••• Army 
Gibbs •••••••••• Brooklyn 
McGuildwin ••••• cortland 


























THREE YEAR ALL-AMERICANS 
1909-10 TO 1961 
College Years 
Yale 1909-11 










Swarthmore 1928, 1930-31 






















































TABLE IV (continued) 
THREE YEAR ALL-AMERICANS 








































ALL-AMERICAN REPRESENTATION BY COLLEGES 
1909-10 TO 1961 
Pennsylvania 114 Lehigh 
Princeton 110 Oberlin 
Haverford 91 Drexel 
Yale 86 Brooklyn 
Penn State 76 Baltimore 
Harvard 66 Connecticut 
Cornell 62 San Francisco St. 
Swarthmore 56 Wheaton 
Navy 55 Western Maryland 
Springfield 50 Earlham 
Temple 42 Michigan State 
Maryland 36 Duke 
Dartmouth 32 Slippery Rock 
Army 31 Syracuse 
West Chester 28 East Stroudsburg 
Brockport 26 California 
.Amherst 25 Brown 
Trinity 23 CCNY 
RPI 23 Johns Hopkins 
San Francisco 20 Wesleyan 
Cortland 18 Purdue 
























TABLE V (continued) 
ALL-AMERICAN REPRESENTATION BY COLLEGES 
1909-10 TO 1961 
Indiana 9 Stevens 
Massachusetts 9 Allegheny 
Seton Hall 9 San Francisco 
Washington College 9 Bridgeport 
Towson 8 Howard 
Colgate 8 Navy Pier 
Lafayette 7 Tufts 
MIT 7 Loyola 
Frostburg 7 Panzer 
Rochester 7 Elizabethtown 
Albany State 7 Champlain 
St. Louis 7 Buffalo State 
Ohio State 6 Roanoke 
Kenyon 6 Ursinus 
Stanford 6 Fenn 
Pitt 6 Grove City 
Virginia 5 UCLA 
Davidson 5 Pratt 
Delaware 5 Rutgers 
North Carolina 5 High Point 
Franklin & Marshall 5 North Carolina 
Akron 5 Theil 

























TABLE V (continued) 
ALL-AMERICAN REPRESENTATION BY COLLEGES 
1909-10 TO 1961 
San Jose State 2 Kings Point 
Rider 2 Ohio Wesleyan 
Ithaca 2 Western Reserve 
NYU 2 Washington & Lee 
Newark Col. Engin. 2 Dayton 
Fairleigh Dickinson 2 Oswego 
Hobart 2 Winston-Salem 
Bucknell 2 LaSalle 
Middlebury 2 St. Peters 
Salisbury 2 Roberts Wesleyan 
Cal Aggies 2 Lynchburg 
Illinois 1 Chicago 
Clemson 1 Hartwick 
Mohawk 1 Mt. St. Mary's 
Hamilton 1 Denison 







































ALL-AMERICANS BY CHRONOLOGICAL GROUPINGS 
1909-10 TO 1961 
1909 1926 1935 1941 1950 1956 
1925 1934 1940 1949 1955 1961 
25 10 21 5 2 3 
17 
31 17 17 19 2 5 
48 21 16 17 6 6 
23 14 23 15 9 2 
16 12 11 12 6 5 
29 21 30 12 3 5 
5 5 5 1 1 
33 4 23 11 5 
7 2 3 
6 11 28 5 5 
4 8 14 6 1 
11 18 16 7 4 
1 4 1 3 1 
2 7 6 5 5 
8 13 16 9 4 
1 10 1 
1 






















TABLE VI (continued) 
ALL-AMERICANS BY CHRONOLOGICAL GROUPINGS 


























































































































TABLE VI (continued) 
ALL-AMERICANS BY CHRONOLOGICAL GROUPINGS 
1909-10 TO 1961 
1909 1926 1935 1941 1950 1956 
College 1925 1934 1940 

















































































































TABLE VI (continued) 
ALL-AMERICANS BY CHRONOLOGICAL GROUPINGS 
1909-10 TO 1961 
1909 1926 1935 1941 1950 1956 
College 1925 1934 1940 1949 1955 1961 
Indiana 6 3 
Ohio State 3 3 
San Francisco State 7 7 
North Carolina State 2 
Hamilton 1 
CCNY 5 6 
Oberlin 14 3 
Slippery Rock 9 4 
Thiel 2 
Fitchburg 1 
Wheaton 6 8 
Earlham 5 8 
Kenyon 4 2 
Baltimore -8 6 
Lock Haven 1 1 
Allegheny 3 1 
Champlain 3 
Buffalo State 2 1 
Roanoke 3 
Stanford 4 2 

























TABLE VI (continued) 
ALL-AMERICANS BY CHRONOLOGICAL GROUPINGS 
1909-10 TO 1961 
1909 1926 1935 1941 1950 1956 
College 1925 1934 1940 1949 1955 1961 
Ursinus 2 1 
Kings Point 1 
Navy Pier 1 3 
Ohio Wesleyan 1 
Purdue 6 4 
Albany State 4 3 
Western Reserve 1 
Bridgeport 2 2 
Fenn 3 
W & L 1 
San Jose State 2 





























TABLE VI (continued) 
ALL-AMERICANS BY CHRONOLOGICAL GROUPINGS 











New York University 
Winston-Salem 




































































NATIONAL OFFICERS OF COLLEGE SOCCER ORGANIZATIONS 
1905 TO 1961 
INTERCOLLEGIATE 
ASSOCIATION 
The writer was unable to obtain data concerning 
officers prior to the 1913-14 season. The 
Constitution of the League provided for three officers: President, Vice-
President and Secretary-Treasurer, 
who shall have college or university standing at the time 
of election. They shall hold office for one year •••• and 
shall be elected by majority vote of the colleges repre-
sented at the Annual Meeting. 1 
The constitution for 1921 provided for the re-election of officers! 





The officers of the disbanded Intercollegiate 
League served in their same capacity during the 
3 first four years' existence of the ISFA. In 
4 1930 the office of Assistant Secretary-Treasurer was added, presumably to 
cope with the increase in membership. 
1George Orton, editor, Spaulding's Official College Soccer 
Guide. (New York: American Sports Publishing Company, 1913), p. 40. 
2nouglas Stewart, editor, Spaulding's Official Intercollegiate 
Soccer Guide. (New York: American Sports Publishing Company, 1921), 
p. 65. 
3 Stewart, EE• cit. 1929, p. 67. 
4 Stewart, EE• cit. 1930, p. 90. 
74 
NATIONAL SOCCER The coaches association, fanned in 1941, 
COACHES ASSOCIATION provided for a President, Secretary-Treasurer 
5 
and three Vice-Presidents. The second year the office of Acting or 
Assistant Secretary-Treasurer was established. 6 
Table VII contains a list of the National officers of the three 
intercollegiate soccer organizations that existed during the period 
1905 to 1961. 






















NATIONAL OFFICERS OF COLLEGE SOCCER ORGANIZATIONS 
1905-1961 
OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL LEAGUE 1905-1925 
President Vice-President Secretary-Treasurer 
G.B. Hopkins A.W. Keller R.A. Locke 
Penn Cornell Haverford 
R.T. Kelsey J. Crosby J.B. Chittenden 
Cornell Princeton Harvard 
M. Gates J .G. Maxwell L. Grinell 
Princeton Haverford Cornell 
J.K. Hoyt R.D. Stevens H. Chapin 
Harvard Penn Princeton 
T.P. Andrews E.G. Vogt F.P. Wagner 
Yale Princeton Penn 
R.W. Tureman w.c. Perry R.P. Rhoads 






TABLE VII (continued) 
NATIONAL OFFICERS OF COLLEGE SOCCER ASSOCIATIONS 
1905-1961 
E.L. Keyes M.W. 
Princeton Yale Penn 
E.L. Keyes A.S. Cookman M.W. 
Princeton Haverford Penn 
E.L. Keyes A.S. Cookman M.W. 
Princeton Haverford Penn 
E.L. Keyes A.S. Cookman M.W. 






OFFICERS OF INTERCOLLEGIATE SOCCER FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION 1926-1961 
Year President Vice-President Secretary-Treas. Asst. Sec.-Treas. 
1926 E.L. Keyes A. S. Cookman M.W. Johnson --------
1927 E.L. Keyes A. s. Cookman M.W. Johnson --------
1928 E.L. Keyes A.S. Cookman M.W. Johnson --------
1929 E.L. Keyes A. S. Cookman M.W. Johnson --------
1930 A.S.Cookman H.W. Clark M.W. Johnson W.E. Lingelbach, Jr. 
1931 A.S.Cookman H.W. Clark M.W. Johnson W.E. Lingelbach, Jr. 
1932 A.S.Cookman H.W. Clark M.W. Johnson W.E. Lingelbach, Jr. 
1933 A.S.Cookman H.W. Clark M.W. Johnson W.E. Lingelbach, Jr. 
1934 A.S.Cookman s.c. Palmer E. Paul Patton W.T. Hobson, Jr. 
1935 A.S.Cookman s.c. Palmer E. Paul Patton W.T. Hobson, Jr. 
1936 A.S.Cookman B.H. Dell E. Paul Patton W.T. Hobson, Jr. 
1937 A.S.Cookman B.H. Dell E. Paul Patton W.T. Hobson, Jr. 
1938 A.S.Cookman B.H. Dell E. Paul Patton W.T. Hobson, Jr. 
1939 A.S.Cookman B.H. Dell E. P. Patton W.T. Hobson, Jr. 


















TABLE VII (continued) 
NATIONAL OFFICERS OF COLLEGE SOCCER ASSOCIATIONS 
1905-1961 
B.H. Dell T.J. Dent E.P. Patton W.T. Hobson Princeton Dartmouth 
B.H. Dell T.J. Dent E.P. Patton W.T. Hobson Princeton Dartmouth 
B.H. Dell T • J • Dent E.P. Patton W.T. Hobson 
Princeton Dartmouth 
B.H. Dell T.J. Dent EoP. Patton W.T. Hobson 
Princeton Dartmouth 
B.H. Dell T.J. Dent E.P. Patton W.T. Hobson 
Princeton Dartmouth 
B.H. Dell T.J. Dent E.P. Patton W.T. Hobson 
Princeton Dartmouth 
T.J. Dent R.K. Fairman E.P. Patton o. Grupp, Jr. 
Dartmouth Princeton 
T.J. Dent R.K. Fairman E.P. Patton o. Grupp, Jr. 
Dartmouth Princeton 
T.J. Dent G. Van Bibber L.E. Briggs C.R. Scott 
Dartmouth Connecticut Massachusetts Penn 
G. Van Bibber I.J. Geiger L.E. Briggs C.R. Scott 
Connecticut MIT Massachusetts Penn 
G. Van Bibber I.J. Geiger B.E. Briggs C.R. Scott 
Connecticut MIT Massachusetts Penn 
E.R. Yeomans R. Oosting L.E. Briggs C.R. Scott 
Temple Trinity Massachusetts Penn 
E.R. Yeomans R.H. Smith L.E. Briggs C.R. Scott 
Temple Cornell Massachusetts Penn 
N. Walke R. Schmelzer C.R. Scott M. Allen 
Brooklyn RPI Penn North Carolina 
N. Walke R. Schmelzer C.R. Scott. M. Allen 










TABLE VII (continued) 
NATIONAL OFFICERS OF COLLEGE SOCCER ASSOCIATIONS 
1905-1961 
N. Walke R. Schmelzer M. Allen R. Dath 
Brooklyn RPI North Carolina Trinity 
N. Walke R. Schmelzer M. Allen R. Dath 
Brooklyn RPI North Carolina Trinity 
N. Walke R. Schmelzer R. Dath C.R.P. Cochrane 
Brooklyn RPI Trinity Johns Hopkins 
N. Walke R. Schmelzer R. Dath C.R.P. Cochrane 
Brooklyn RPI Trinity Johns Hopkins 
N. Walke c. Scott R. Dath J.J. Reed 
Brooklyn Penn Trinity Princeton 
N. Walke J. Eiler R. Dath J.J. Reed 
Brooklyn East Stroudsberg Trinity Princeton 
78 
79 
TABLE VII (continued) 
NATIONAL OFFICERS OF COLLEGE SOCCER ASSOCIATIONS 
1905 TO 1961 
OFFICERS OF NATIONAL SOCCER COACHES ASSOCIATION 
Year President 
1941 J. Brock 
Springfield 
1942 E. Waters 
West Chester 
1943 E. Waters 
West Chester 
1944 E. Waters 
West Chester 
1945 R. Sclunelzer 
R.P. I. 
1946 R. Dunn 
Swartlunore 
1947 L. Briggs 
Massachusetts 
1948 W. Jeffrey 
Penn State 
1949 J. Wood 
Oak Park H.S. 
1950 P. O'Connor 
Carnegie Tech 
1951 B. Monro 
Harvard 
1952 F. Holloway 
Cortland 
1953 G. Warner 
Navy 




























































TABLE VII (continued) 
NATIONAL OFFICERS OF COLLEGE SOCCER ASSOCIATIONS 
1905 TO 1961 
OFFICERS OF NATIONAL SOCCER COACHES ASSOCIATION - continued 
80 
Year President First Vice-President Second Vice-President 
1955 Eo DeGroat 
North Carolina St. 
1956 C. Scott 
Pennsylvania 
1957 J. Eiler 
East Stroudsburg 
1958 H. Parker 
Brockport 
1959 D. Yonker 
Drexel 
1960 J. Squires 
Connecticut 






























-- - ~-- -------
TABLE VII (continued) 
NATIONAL OFFICERS OF COLLEGE SOCCER ASSOCIATIONS 
1905 TO 1961 
OFFICERS OF NATIONAL SOCCER COACHES ASSOCIATION - continued 
81 
Year Third Vice-Pres. Sec.-Treasurer Asst. Sec.-Treasurer 
1941 H. DeNike 
East Stroudsburg 
1942 E.A. Robinson 
University School 
1943 E.A. Robinson 
University School 
1944 E.A. Robinson 
University School 
1945 
1946 J. Wood 
Oak Park H.S. 
w. Mccloud 
Trinity 
E. Reddington, Jr. 
Haverford 






D. Test, Jr. 
William Penn Charter 
1947 D. Test, Jr. George Ritchie 
William Penn Charter Wethersfield H.S. 
1948 H. DeNike 
East Stroudsburg 
1949 B. Monro 
Harvard 
1950 F. Holloway 
Cortland 
1951 J. Neely 
Mccaskey H.S. 
1952 H. Barron 













North Carolina State 
*No Assistant Secretary-Treasurer. 





















TABLE VII (continued) 
NATIONAL OFFICERS OF COLLEGE SOCCER ASSOCIATIONS 
1905 TO 1961 
OFFICERS OF NATIONAL SOCCER COACHES ASSOCIATION - continued 
82 
Year Third Vice-Pres. Sec.-Treasurer Asst. Sec.-Treasurer 
1954 C. Chachis 
Orange County C.C. 
1955 H. Parker 
Brockport 
1956 D. Yonker 
Drexel 
1957 J. Squires 
Connecticut 
1958 H. Lenz 
Navy 
1959 M. Allen 
North Carolina 
1960 J.J. Reed 
Princeton 











Morton Jr. College 
J. Jahelka 






















NATIONAL SOCCER COACHES 
ASSOCIATION HONOR AWARD 
The Honor Award has traditionally been 
awarded to an individual who has devoted 
a lifetime to soccer and is retired or near retirement. It is Inter-
collegiate Soccer's highest award. 
Additional criteria: 
1) The individual must have had tenure; at least ten years 
meritorious service to soccer; 
2) He should be known by his products; 
3) He should be known by his writings; 
4) It is desirous that he should have been connected with, and 
helpful to, the National Soccer Coaches Association of America; 
5) The individual should have had close connection with the field 
of soccer in one or more of the following phases: 
a) Intercollegiate 
b) Interscholastic 
c) Sports writer 
d) Official 
e) Administrator 






















NATIONAL SOCCER COACHES ASSOCIATION HONOR AWARD RECIPIENTS 
1942 TO 1961 
84 
Commander Thomas J. Hamilton, Navy ••••••••••••••• Athletic Director 
Thomas G. Taylor, Navy ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Coach 
John D. Brock, Springfield ••••••••••••••••••••••• Coach** 
Coaches Serving In Armed Forces •••••••••••••••••• All 
... ,, ... , .. 
Dr. G. Randolph Manning, New York, N.Y.oo••••••••Administrator"' 
Douglas T. Stewart, Pennsylvania ••••••••••••••••• Coach 
James A. Walder, Philadelphia, Pa •••••••••••••••• Referee 
William Jeffrey, Penn State •••••••••••••••••••••• Coach 
George D. Ritchie, Weathersfield H.s ••••••••••••• Coach 
Thomas J. Dent, Dartmouth •••••••••••••••••••••••• Coach "';'\"';',: 
Lawrence E. Briggs, Massachusetts •••••••••••••••• Coach 
Glenn F. H. Warner, Navy ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Coach 
E. Paul Patton, Jenkintown, Pa ••••••••••••••••••• Administrator;b'c 
"''c-·', John w. Wood, Oak Park H.s ••••••••••••••••••••••• Coach'' 
Richard W. Schmelzer, R.P.I •••••••••••••••••••••• Coach 
Allison W. Marsh, Arnherst ••••••••••••••••••••••• Coach 
Earle c. Waters, West Chester •••••••••••••••••••• Coach 
T. Fred Holloway, Cortland ••••••••••••••••••••••• Coach 
Robert H. Dunn, Swarthmore ••••••••••••••••••••••• Coach 
Isadore Yavits, Ithaca ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Coach 
Carlton H. Reilly, Brooklyn •••••••••••••••••••••• Coach 
*Joint Award in 1957 
"';'\'";': Deceased 
CHAPTER VI 
INTERCOLLEGIATE SOCCER COACHING TENURES AND COLLEGE WINSTREAKS 
1905 TO 1961 
COACHING 
TENURES 
There were thirty college coaches who had coached soccer 
for twenty years or longer. It was interesting to note 
that of this ntunber only two had coached at more than one institution. 
Twelve of these men were presently coaching at the end of the 1961 season. 
The longest tenure, that of Allison Marsh of Ohio State and Amherst, totalled 
forty-two years at those colleges. Robert Dunn coached forty-one years 
at Swarthmore, the longest tenure at one institution. 
COLLEGIATE 
WINSTREAKS 
There were eighteen winstreaks of twenty or more c_on-
secutive soccer victories or ties over collegiate 
opponents in the period from 1905 to 1961. In totalling these wins, victories 
and ties over Altunni, Club or All-Star teams, post season and Bowl Games or 
NCAA competition were not included. 
The longest consecutive unbeaten streak was that of Penn State College, 
winning and tieing sixty-four games over a ten-year period (1932-1941). The 
University of San Francisco had wins of fifty-five and forty-one games over 
a twelve-year span, separated by a single loss in the seventh year. City 
College of New York had consecutive streaks of twenty-nine and thirty 
victories over seven years, separated by a single loss at the end of the 
fourth year. 
The victory string of Springfield College included the years of 1943, 
1944, and 1945, when, owing to the war, that college did not field a soccer 
team. However the 1946 team continued the streak by winning all eight games. 
Table IX contains a list of the longest coaching tenures in college 
soccer, Table X shows the longest collegiate winstreaks. 
TABLE IX 
INTERCOLLEGIATE SOCCER COACHING TENURES - TWENTY YEARS+ 
1905 TO 1961 
Allison w. Marsh Ohio State 
Amherst 
Robert H. Dunn Swarthmore 
.,. 
"Hugh G. Mccurdy Wesleyan 
Thomas J. Dent Dartmouth 
;~William P. Leaness Temple 
.,. 
"Lawrence E. Briggs Massachusetts 
Douglas T. Stewart Pennsylvania 
;',Isadore Yavits Ithaca 
Earle C. Waters West Chester 
;',Donald Minnegan Towson State 
.,. 
"Donald G. Baker Ursinus 
Thomas G. Taylor Navy 
William Jeffrey Penn State 
Frank J. Donlon Rider 
,'(T • Fred Holloway Cortland 
Arthur J. Horrocks Syracuse 
William D. Hartshorne Gettysburg 
Howard R. DeNike East Stroudsburg 
;',John Y. Squires Connecticut 
;',James J. Reed Princeton 
















































TABLE IX (continued) 
INTERCOLLEGIATE SOCCER COACHING TENURES - TWENTY YEARS 




nGeorge W. Dochat Rutgers 
1927-1948 
Walter Leeman Yale 
Ed · 
1928-1950 
win Higginbottom Worcester 
Tech 
~t\ 





John H. Carpenter Lehigh 1908-1928 
George B. Affleck Springfield 1927-1946 
Samuel Fletcher Brown 1929-1948 
Richard w. Schmelzer Rensselaer 1942-1961 

















LONGEST CONSECUTIVE COLLEGIATE WINSTREAKS - TWENTY GAMES~·, 
1905 TO 1961 
Penn State (1932-1941) 64 games 
San Francisco (1948-1953) 55 games 
Oberlin (1950-1955) 42 games 
San Francisco (1954-1959) 41 games 
UCLA (1957-1961) 41 games 
.. ,Jo .. ,~ 
Springfield (1941-1948)ftft 34 games 
West Chester (1958-1961) 31 games 
CCNY (1957-1959) 30 games 
Penn State (1919-1925) 29 games 
CCNY (1953-1956) 29 games 
Pennsylvania (1930-1934) 28 games 
Michigan State (1956-1959) 25 games 
Navy (1942-1945) 23 games 
Army (1950-1952) 22 games 
Baltimore (1951-1953) 22 games 
Penn State (1953-1956) 22 games 
Brockport (1954-1956) 22 games 
Penn State (1948-1950) 20 games 
*Against college competition only. 






ALL-STAR AND NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP COMPETITION 
OLYMPIC 
ave collegiate representation. Walter Bahr and Ben McLaughlin, graduates 
REPRESENTATIO_B 
The United States had been participating in Olympic 
soccer since 1924, but the 1948 team was the first 
Pe, and Rolf Valtin, an undergraduate from Swarthmore, were selected 
of Tern 1 
e Olympic team that year. In the 1952 Olympics the colleges were 
for th 1 
represented by Larry surrock of Baltimore University, William Sheppell of 
Seton Hall 2 
Richard Packer and Ron Coder of Penn 
and John Dunn of Temple. 
State 3 and Zenon snylyk of Rochester earned berths on the 1956 team, and 
'in 1960 Snylyk and Alexander Guild of Trinity played on the U.S. Olympic 
team h b 4 tat was eliminated in the qualifying round Y Mexico. 




The first record of any post season competition 
either by selected players or complete college teams, 
Was the North-South Game of 1946, played in New York City and won by the 
South 1-0.5 Since that year there have been nine other post season games 
0
r ser· by vari·ous soccer organizations in order to 
ies of games sponsored 
1 . . Th official National .Q_ollegiate Athletic 
As Alfred Smith, editor, .;;-3 ~S B~arnes, 1948), p. 23. 
_sociat · (N York' A • 
-e..e:.::i;,.::;o~n Soccer Guide ew · • 
-----~ 
2 h ,1merican soccer Guide (New York: 
W'l William Graham, editor, 1!2EL ==- ,=--~ 
i liam Graham, 1953-54), PP• 54-
55
• 
3Graham, EE• ;:i!• 1950-51, P• 
23
• 
4Graham, EE· ;:i!· 1960-61, P• 
36
• 
5stewart, EE· _0:E.· 1947, P· 
21
• 
--'---· ---- ... · --
90 
promote th 
e game. Many of them originated as annual contests and most of 
were successfull initially, however none were in existance at the 
them 
usion of the 1961 season. concl · 
With the creation of the NCAA soccer Tourney in 1959, the need for 
addit· ional post season competition diminished. 
At the conclusion of the regular season in 1959 the 
NATIONAL 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 
of c 6 onnecticut with St. Louis University winning the championship. This 
tournament was firmly established by the end of the third year and the 
first NCAA Soccer Tourney was held at the University 
winner declared the National champion. annual . 
The National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics also sponsored 
annual f · 1 · · championship play and this allowed or nationa crnnpetition among 
the smaller colleges. 
Held initially at Adelphi college in 1961, a third tourney, the 
rn Regionals (for NCAA small colleges), were won 
by the University 
Easte 
of B altimore . Table XII contains a list of All-Star and championship competition 
from 1946 to 1961. 
6 .. l National collesi•I:!'. Mhletic 
Ass . Homer Cooke, editor, ~~Collegiate Athletic 
--=-ociation Soccer Guide, (New yor · 










COLLEGIATE REPRESENTATION ON U.S. OLYMPIC TEAMS 
1924 TO 1960 
None 8th Olympiad at Paris us 1 Estonia 0 
us 0 Uruguay 3 
None 9th Olympiad at .Amsterdam us 2 Argentine 11 
None 10th Olympiad at Los Angeles (no soccer tourney) 
None 11th Olympiad at Berlin us 0 Italy 1 
Three ":,': 14th Olympiad London us 0 Italy 9 at 
Walter Bahr - Temple 
Ben McLaughlin - Temple 
Rolf Valtin - Swarthmore 
Three 15th Olympiad at Helsinki us 0 Italy 8 
Larry Surrock - Baltimore 
William Sheppell - Seton Hall 
Jack Dunn - Temple 
Three "k":,'~ 16th Olympiad at Melbourne us 1 Yugoslavia 9 
Ronald Coder - Penn State 
Richard Packer - Penn State 
Zenon Snylyk - Rochester 
91 
Two 17th Olympiad at Rome (US did not qualify; eliminated by 
Alexander Guild - T!inity 
Zenon Snylyk - Rochester 
;':Alternates: 
William Sheppell - Seton Hall 
Ervin Antoni - Pennsylvania 
~~~\·Alternate: 
Buchanan Waid - Dartmouth 
Mexico: 0-2, 1-1 at Mexico City 
and Los Angeles 





ALL-STAR AND CHAMPIONSHIP COMPETITION 
1946 TO 1961 
First North-South Game 
New York, New York 
South 1 North 0 
First Soccer Bowl Game 
St. Louis, Missouri 
December 14, 1946 
January 1, 1950 
Penn State 2 San Francisco 2 
1950 Second Soccer Bowl Game January 1, 1951 
St. Louis, Missouri 
Penn State 3 Purdue 1 
* 1951 Third Soccer Bowl Game February 3, 1952 
San Francisco, California 
Temple 2 San Francisco 0 
1952 First Annual Florida Soccer Forum December 22-31, 1952 
Sarasota, Florida 
Kingsmen 4 Wolfpack 1 




North 1 South 0 
First Annual Sunshine Soccer Bowl December 29, 1954 
St. Petersburg, Florida 
South 4 North 2 
Second Annual Sunshine Soccer Bowl December 29, 1955 
St. Petersburg, Florida 
North 6 South 5 
1956 Eastern Intercollegiate Playoffs December, 1956 
Semifinals: West Chester 2 Maryland 1 
Springfield 3 CCNY 2 
Finals: West Chester 2 Springfield 1 
1958 Third Annual Sunshine Soccer Bowl December 30, 1958 
St. Petersburg, Florida 
North 4 South 1 
*10,000 attendance - largest crowd to attend an Intercollegiate 
soccer match in the United States. 
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TABLE XII (continued) 
ALL-STAR AND CHAMPIONSHIP COMPETITION 
1946 TO 1961 
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1959--F-.----===--==============~= 
NlrS t National Collegiate Soccer Championships 
ovember 26-28 1959 
St ' )', orrs, Connecticut 
Quarterfinals: Bridgeport 3 
West Chester 1 
St. Louis 4 
CCNY 1 
Semifinals: Bridgeport 2 





San Fran. 0 
Williams 0 
West Chester 1 ·/rk 
CCNY 2 
Final: St. Louis 5 Bridgeport 2 
National Collegiate Soccer Championships 
November 25-26 1960 















2 West Chester 
3 Maryland 
National Collegiate Soccer Championships 
November 24-25 1961 
St Lo . M: ' . * • uis, 1ssour1 
Quarterfinals: Bridgeport 1 
Semifinals: 
Final: 
West Chester 4 
St. Louis 1 
Rutgers 3 
West Chester 2 
St. Louis 6 
West Chester 2 























Played at regional site. 
)i"·'· soccer game on record: 153 · 
.24 s "Overtime - longest Intercollegiate minutes' 
econd 






I TABLE XII (continued) 
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1959 First National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics 
Soccer Championship (NAIA Tourney) 
November 27-28, 1959 
Slippery Rock, Pennsylvania 
First Round: Elizabethtown 5 
Pratt 2 
Consolation Round: Howard 2 
Championship Round: Pratt 4 
1960 National Association Intercollegiate Athletics 
Soccer Championships 
November 25-26, 1960 
Slippery Rock, Pennsylvania 
First Round: Elizabethtown 8 
Newark Engineering 
Consolation Round: Tabor 2 
Championship Round: Elizabethtown 2 
1961 National Association Intercollegiate Athletics 
Soccer Championships 
November 24-25, 1961 
Lock Haven, Pennsylvania 
First Round: Newark Engineering 3 
Howard 4 
Consolation Round: East Stroudsburg 2 
Championship Round: Howard 3 
~·'Two overtimes • 
... , ..... ,, 
"'Four overtimes. 
Howard 2 
New Bedford Tech. 1 




Fitchburg ... k 
Fitchburg 0 
Newark Engin. 2 ·'k;'~ 
Tabor 0 
East Stroudsburg 3 
Tabor 1 
Newark Engin. 2 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
GENERAL 
PURPOSE 
The general purpose of this study was: (1) to compile 
and record from the existing sources, as accurately and 
completely as was possible, an inclusive record of intercollegiate soccer 
statistics in this country; (2) to study and analyze this data and to 
ascertain what implications, trends and conclusions, if any, could be 
drawn from this information. 
AVAILABLE The intercollegiate soccer records required for the 
RECORDS completion of this study were found to exist in many 
different primary and secondary sources. In some instances complete records 
in certain areas of the study remained unobtainable after all available 
sources were examined. 
METHOD OF 
PRESENTATION 
The assembled information was presented in tabular 
form, leaving blank the years and areas where data 
was unobtainable. The first thirteen tables showed the specific findings 
of the study. The remaining three tables are comparative in nature and are 
included in this final chapter to illustrate certain trends and conclusions. 
Table XIII shows the geographical growth of soccer in this country 
from 1905 to 1961, dividing the country into eight different areas: New 
England, New York, Mid-Atlantic, Southeast, Midwest, Farwest, Southwest, 
and Northwest. Five-year intervals of time were employed. Each figure 
represents the total number of colleges in that area that began soccer during 
the five-year period, based on the tentative year of origin of the sport at 
each school. 
Table XIV shows the relationship between All-American incidence and 
outstanding performance on national and conference levels. 
Table XV compares the ranking teams in All-American totals to the 
ranking teams in National Championship totals. 
TABLE XIII 96 
GEOGRAPHICAL GROWTH OF INTERCOLLEGIATE 
SOCCER IN THE UNITED STATES 
1905 TO 1961 
1905 1910 1915 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 1945 1950 1955 
1909 1914 1919 1924 1929 1934 1939 1944 1949 1954 1961 Total 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
NE 3 1 7 6 4 2 10 4 19 = 56 
NY 2 7 5 6 2 1 10 11 14 = 58 
MA 3 3 1 1 8 8 8 1 10 1 14 = 58 
SE 21ft 2 3 1 7 2 8 4 15 = 44 
MW 151ft 31ft 1 1 1 2 2 3 14 25 = 67 
FW 11ft 21ft 2 1 2 2 5 3 8 = 26 
SW 11ft = 1 
NW 61ft 11ft = 7 
Total 9 28 7~': 18 25 21 23 8 46 37 95 = 317 
Based on the tentative year of origin of soccer. 
The above total of 317 appears accurate by the process of taking the 250 
colleges playing soccer in 1961 and adding the 30 colleges that have dropped 
the sport; the 20 colleges that dropped soccer for a period of years then 
reinstated the sport (these would be counted twice in the above table); and 
the 18 colleges that are no longer in existence. 
~·:All seven colleges began soccer prior to 1917. 
#of the 32 colleges playing soccer in the areas other than the East prior 
to World War I only 4 (California, Stanford, Ohio State, and Ohio Wesleyan) 
played in 1919, 2 (California and Stanford) in 1920 and only seven of the 
above 31 (Oberlin, Michigan State, Chicago, Western Reserve, Earlham, 
Carleton, and Grinnell) ever reinstated the sport. 
l 
TABLE XIV 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HIGH INCIDENCE OF ALL-AMERICANS 
AND OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE 
COLLEGE SOCCER TEAMS 1905 TO 1961 
All American Incidence 
1909 1926 1935 
1925 1934 1940 
.Penn 48 #.Penn State 33 +.Princeton 
.Haverford 31 +#.Penn 21 +.Yale 
.Princeton 29 ,Princeton 21 + Harvard 
.Harvard 25 .Haverford 17 + Swarthmore 
.Yale 23 , • Yale 14 + Haverford 
,Columbia 17 + .Cornell 12 + Penn 
Cornell 16 .Swarthmore 11 +. Springfield 
.Harvard 10 + Cornell 
Navy 
+ Brown 
National Champions ·k 
1905 1926 1935 
1925 1934 1940 
.Penn 6 1fo.Penn 4 Penn State 
.Haverford 6 1fo. Penn State 3 .Princeton 
.Princeton 3 .Princeton 2 . Springfield 
.Harvard 2 .Yale 2 .Yale 
.Yale 2 ,Haverford 1 Syracuse 
.Columbia ~',:··k 2 .Cornell 1 West Chester 
Navy 1 
.Harvard 1 
• Swarthmore 1 
+ - Conference Champion, 
# - Twenty game plus winstreak, 


















* - Total times team mentioned as champion - no differentiation here 
as to co-champions, tri-champions, etc, 
** - Dropped soccer after 1915. 
TABLE XIV (continued) 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HIGH INCIDENCE OF ALL-AMERICANS 
AND OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE 
COLLEGE SOCCER TEAMS 1905 TO 1961 
All American Incidence 
1941 1950 1956 
1949 1955 1961 
.Navy 28 1/= Oberlin 14 +II= Michigan State 
.Penn State 23 .Temple 13 + .Drexel 
.Temple 21 11= .Penn State 11 11=.West Chester 
+ .Haverford 19 .Brockport 11 + Maryland 
+ Penn 17 .West Chester 10 RPI 
.Army 17 + Maryland 10 + .Trinity 
+II=. Springfield 16 + Springfield 9 + Wheaton 
+ Swarthmore 16 RPI 9 + Earlham 
.Yale 15 +II= Army 9 + .st. Louis 't':·k·k 
Dartmouth 14 + Yale 9 + Brockport 
+ Cornell 12 Slippery Rock 9 San Francisco 
+ .Princeton 12 +II= Baltimore 8 + California 
St. 
.RPI 11 +II= San Francisco 8 East Stroudsburg 
National Champions 
1941 1950 1956 
1949 1955 1961 
1/=. Springfield 4 .Temple 2 .St. Louis 
.Navy 3 1/=.Penn State 2 .Drexel 
.RPI 2 .Brockport 1 11=. West Chester 
.Penn State 1 .West Chester 1 .Trinity 
.Temple 1 Franklin & Springfield 




1/= San Francisco 1 
Amherst 1 
+ - Conference Champion. 
1/= - Twenty game plus winstreak. 
- Appearing in both All-American and Champion columns. 























RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ALL-AMERICANS AND NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS 
A.LL-AMERICANS NATIONAL CHAMPIONS 
Pennsylvania 114 Penn State 11 
Princeton 110 Pennsylvania 10 
Haverford 91 Princeton 10 
Yale 86 Haverford 8 
Penn State 76 Yale 6 
Harvard 66 Springfield 6 
Cornell 62 Navy 4 
Swarthmore 56 Harvard 3 
Navy 55 Temple 3 
Springfield 50 West Chester 3 
Temple 42 RPI 2 
Maryland 36 Columbia 2 
Dartmouth 32 St. Louis 2 
Army 31 Cornell 1 
West Chester 28 Swarthmore 1 
Brockport 26 Army 1 
Amherst 25 Brockport 1 
RPI 23 Amherst 1 
Trinity 23 Trinity 1 
San Francisco 20 San Francisco 1 
(17) Drexel 1 
(12) Syracuse 1 
(11) CCNY 1 
(5) F & M 1 




Regarding the general purpose and the specific 










A complete list of National Championship teams for the years 
1905 through 1961 was reconstructed (Table I). 
A list of annual champions and the year of organization for 
twenty-one collegiate soccer conferences was compiled (Table II). 
All-American teams from 1909-10 to 1961 were obtained, with 
the exception of the 1919 team list. There was no team in 
1918. These fifty-three teams represented 122 different 
colleges, 1,629 positions and an average of 13 players per 
college. Many players were named to the All-American team 
for two years; 34 players made the team three times and five 
players received four-year recognition. Pennsylvania led all 
schools in total number of All-Americans with 114 positions 
(Tables III, IV, V, and VI). 
The names of the officers of the Intercollegiate Association 
Football League were unavailable from 1905 through 1913 and 
from 1918 through 1920. With the above exceptions a list of 
officers of the Intercollegiate Association Football League, 
the Intercollegiate Soccer Football Association and the 
National Soccer Coaches Association was reconstructed (Table 
VII). 
A list of all Honor Award recipients of the National Soccer 
Coaches Association from 1942 through 1961 was compiled 
(Table VIII). 
There were thirty college coaches who had coached soccer for 
twenty years or longer during the period from 1905 to 1961. 
Only two had coached at more than one institution and twelve 
of these men were coaching at the completion of the 1961 season. 
The longest tenure was 42 years, that of Allison Marsh of Ohio 
State and Amherst.(Table IX). 
There were eighteen winstreaks of twenty or more consecutive 
soccer victories or ties during the period from 1905 to 1961. 
In totaling these winstreaks, competition against Alumni, Club 
or All Star teams, post season and Bowl Garnes or NCAA play was 
not included. The longest consecutive unbeaten streak was 
that of Penn State College, winning and tieing 64 games over 
a ten-year period (Table X). 
Eleven Olympic berths were earned by college soccer players 
during the years 1924 to 1961 (Table XI). 
There were ten post season games or tourneys on the National 









Soccer activity diminished greatly in this country during both 
World Wars. The sport experienced a very slow recovery after 
World War I, but had tremendous growth following the Second 
War (Table XIII). 
In the areas other than the East, only four of the thirty-one 
colleges fielding soccer teams prior to World War I, returned 
the sport to the campus in 191~ and in twenty other colleges 
soccer disappeared permanently" (Table XIII). 
Of the forty-three top positions listed in National Champion-
ship rankings, thirty-four of these also ranked in All-
American incidence (Table XIV). 
Prior to 1949 all colleges on the All-American incidence 
ratings and the National Championship list were from areas 
in the East. In the thirteen years since 1949 eight colleges 
from the Midwest and Farwest have ranked in All-Americans and 
three National Championships have been won by these colleges 
(Table XIV). 
Of the twenty colleges that had 20 or more All-Americans 
over the years, only two'b': have not won a part of a National 
Championship (Table XV). 
Of the twenty-five colleges possessing National Championship 
mention, only seven'b'd: did not have 20 or more All-Americans. 
Two of these, Columbia and St. Louis, were active in soccer 
only six and four years, respectively (Table XV). 
Ninety-five colleges in the United States have instituted 
the sport of soccer since 1955. Thirty-nine colleges in 
the Midwest have officially recognized the sport since 1950. 
This is more than twice the number of schools starting soccer 
during any other equal period of years (Table XII). 
*Nevada, Baylor, Idaho, Oregon, Oregon State, Minnesota, St. Olaf, 
St. Thomas, Bradley, Elmhurst, Iowa, Iowa State, Kansas, Kansas State, 
Missouri, Wisconsin, Mt. Union, Guilford, University of the South, and 
William Jewell. 
,':,':Dartmouth and Maryland. Maryland was runner-up in 1960 and made 
the Regionals in 1959 and 1961. 
,':,'d:Columbia, St. Louis, Drexel, Syracuse, CCNY, Franklin and 
Marshall (F & M), and Rider. 
GENERAL 
CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions were drawn from 
the study: 
(1) World War I, occurring during the formulative years of 
college soccer, was one of the main reasons the sport 
has never enjoyed real prominence in this country. The 
student-sponsored teams that had appeared in colleges 
throughout the United States and were beginning to 
receive official recognition, were almost totally 
eliminated by the inactivity of the war years. Only 
in the East, where the establishment of official leagues 
and the ten years of experience and "tradition" prompted 
the inunediate return of the sport in 1919, did soccer 
reappear with any of the pre-war enthusiasm. The sport 
continued to grow and expand in the Eastern portions of 
the country with the yearly addition of college teams, 
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but in certain areas, notably the Southwest and the Pacific 
Northwest, soccer has never reappeared. 
(2) Regarding the accuracy of All-American selection, there 
appeared to be a strong relationship between All-American 
selection and Championship play as evidenced by the larger 
number of All-American choices during years of National 
and conference prominence by a particular institution. 
This would bear out the fact that All-American teams 
contain players of championship calibre. 
(3) The rapid growth of soccer in the Midwest during the last 
ten years is evidence that this area is now ready for At-
Large consideration in the NCAA Soccer Tourney. Heretofore 
only the East (New England, New York, Mid-Atlantic, and 
South) has been eligible. At-Large consideration is based 
on the number of colleges playing soccer in the respective 
areas. 
(4) College soccer in this country originated in the Middle-
Atlantic States area during the early 1900's. It is 
interesting to note that the soccer growth in this region 
has been more consistent and experienced less fluctuation 
throughout the years than in any other part of the United 
States. 
(5) Since 1950 there has been a definite trend towards more 
even distribution of soccer prominence (National Champions 
and All-Americans) in all regions of the United States, 
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APPENDIX 
OUTSTANDING PLAYERS 1931 TO 1934, 1941 TO 1942 
APPENDIX 10.6 
1931 Season+ 
Outstanding Players Chosen by the Colleges 
Goal: 
Zintl ••••••••••••••• Haverford 
McDonald •••••••••••• Northeastern 
Webster •••.••••••••• Stanford 
Elliott ••••••••••••• Penn 
Van Winkle •••••••••• Yale 
Fullbacks: 
Greenough .•••••••••• Amherst 
Hecker •••••••••••••• Ohio State 
Fench ••••••••••••••• Illinois 
Potts ••••••••••••••• Haverford 
Catinelli ••••••••••• Harvard 
Hersey .•••••••••••.• Yale 
Reinhart •••••••••••• Lafayette 
Halfbacks: 
Truxal •••••••••••••• Ohio State 
Deeds ••••••••••••••• Ohio State 
Cochran ••••••••••••• Princeton 
Kidde ••••••••••••••• MIT 
Franco •••••••••••••• Northeastern 
Joyce ••••••••••••••• Springfield 
Cairnes ••••••••••••• Army 
Forwards: 
Doak •••••••••••••••• Princeton 
Velley •••••••••••••• MIT 
Olditch ••••••••••••• Cornell 
Stollmayer •••••••••• Dartmouth 
Roberts ••••••••••••• Haverford 
Frame ••••••••••••••• Harvard 
Broadbent ••••••••••• Harvard 
Gold •••••••••••••••• Lehigh 
Owens ••••••••••••••• Springfield 
+1932 NCAA Guide, p. 9, 
Campbell •••••••••••••• Army 
Holmes •••••••••••••••• Stanford 
Brekelbaum •••••••••••• Stanford 
Hutchinson •••••••••••• Navy 
Seipt ••••••••••••••••• Navy 
Bannon •••••••••.•.•••• Yale 
Corry .••••.••.•••••••. Navy 
Moore ••••••••••••••••• Stanford 
Brown ••••••••••••••••• Lafayette 
Reilly •••••••••••••••• Penn 
Hooker .••••.••••••••• aPenn 
Knudsen ••••••••••••••• Yale 
Kesler •••••••••••••••• Princeton 
Roberts ••••••••••••••• Springfield 
Mathew •••••••••••••••• Springfield 
Conway .••.•••••••.•••• Army 
Shovestul •••••••.••••• Navy 
Anderson •••••••••••••• Penn 
Kullman ••••••••••••••• Penn 
Henry ••••••.•••••••••• Yale 




Allaire •••••• Cornell 
England •••••• Harvard 
Deane •••••••• Springfield 
Tolman ••••••• Brown 
Mink ••••••••• Illinois 
Brown •••••••• Oberlin 
Fullbacks: 
Hegeman •••••• Lafayette 
Powers ••••••• Lafayette 
Prornptoff •••• California 
Stetson •••••• Swarthrnore 
Wernple ••••••• Harvard 
Parker ••••••• Springfield 
Greenough •••• Amherst 
Kott ••••••••• Illinois 
Wood ••••••••• san Jose State 
Halfbacks: 
Haskins •••••• Lafayette 
Jacobsen ••••• California 
Yonker ••••••• Ternple 
Winslow •••••• Cornell 
Herman ••••••• Swarthrnore 
Eaton •••••••• Harvard 
Warner ••••••• Springfield 
Elton •••••••• Brown 
Tulp ••••••••• Brown 
Ward ••• a ••••• Amherst 
Ader ••••••••• Illinois 
Forwards: 
Ritch •••••••• Lafayette 
Barber.o••oo.Lafayette 
Kinney ••• o.o.Lafayette 
Benarny ••••••• Temple 
Goldhirsh •••• Temple 
Williarns ••••• cornell 
Robbins •••••• Harvard 
+1933 NCAA Guide, p. 9. 
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Chosen by the Colleges 
Dillon ••••••••• Navy 
Goldstein •••••• st. Stephen's 
Elliot ••••••••• Penn 
Van Winkle ••••• Yale 
Zintl •••••••••• Haverford 
Hayes •••••••••• San Jose State 
Pye •••••••••••• Oberlin 
Neely .••••••••• Arrny 
Wells •••••••••• Dartmouth 
Seipt •••••••••• Navy 
White •••••••••• St. Stephen's 
Stuppell ••••••• Penn 
Bannon ••••••••• Yale 
Hershey •••••••• Yale 
Daykin ••••••••• Penn State 
Clemo •••••••••• San Jose State 
Storandt ••••••• Oberlin 
Roberson ••••••• Army 
Van Sant ••••••• Army 
Seipas ••••••••• Dartmouth 
Sowerwine •••••• Navy 
Keppler •••••••• st. Stephen's 
Reilly ••••••••• Penn 
Walther •••••••• Yale 
Dedier ••••••••• Princeton 
Piano •••••••• a.Illinois 
Olds ••••• 0 ••••• 0berlin 
Conway ••••••••• Army 
Hitchcock •••••• Dartmouth 
Brabbee •••••••• Dartmouth 
Wing ••••••••••• Navy 
Geist •••••••••• Navy 
1932 Season ••••• continued 
Forwards (continued): 
Schumacher •••••• Harvard 
Roberts ••••••••• Springfield 
Owens ••••••••••• Springfield 
Conner •••••••••• Brown 
Allen ••••••••••• Brown 
Knott ••••••••••• Brown 
Position not named: 
Rulan<l •••••••••• Hamilton 
Evans ••••••••••• Penn State 
Tinsel •••••••••• Penn State 
+ 1933 Season 
Outstanding Players 
Goal: 
Shields ••••••••• Amherst 
Tolman •••••••••• Brown 
Cowper •••••••••• Dartmouth 
Richard ••••••••• Gettysburg 
Kennedy ••••••••• Panzer 
Bell •••••••••••• Penn State 
Shester ••••••••• st. John's 
Fullbacks: 
Maynard ••••••••• Amherst 
Harvey •••••••••• Dartmouth 
Watts ••••••••••• Dartmouth 
Gillespie ••••••• Gettysburg 
Wemple •••••••••• Harvard 
Gummere ••••••••• Harvard 
Pye ••••••••••••• Oberlin 
Graham •••••••••• Penn State 
Shapiro ••••••••• st. John's 
+1934 NCAA Guide, p. 9. 
Wigfall •••••••• Navy 
McKinley ••••••• Penn 
Maxwell •••••••• Yale 
Brown •••••••••• Haverford 
R. Ritchie ••••• Haverford 
King ••••••••••• Stanford 
Knecht ••••••••• Stanford 
Brekelbatnn ••••• Stanford 
Chosen by the Colleges 
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Goldstein •••••• St. Stephen's 
King ••••••••••• Stanford 
Kavanaugh •••••• Tufts 
Diffenbaugh •••• West Chester 
Sargent •••••••• Worcester Tech 
Oppenheim •••••• California 
Zotos •••••••••• st. John's 
Gordon •••.••••• San Jose State 
Haight., ••••••• Springfield 
Pearson •••••••• Swarthmore 
Neely •••••••••• Army 
Stanton •••••••• Army 
Stuppel •••••••• Penn 
Hebel •••••••••• Worcester Tech 
1933 Season.o ••• continued 
Halfbacks: 
Ward •••••••••••••• Amherst 
Oberholtzer ••••••• East Stroudsburg 
Reisz ••••••••••••• Gettysburg 
Dorrnano•••••••••••Harvard 
Richardson •••••••• Haverford 
Lombard ••••••••••• Oberlin 
Fletcher •••••••••• Penn State 
Bielicki •••••••••• Penn State 
Keppler ••••••••••• St. Stephen's 
Brady ••••••••••••• st. Stephen's 
Clemo ••••••••••••• San Jose State 
Forwards: 
Fink •••••••••••••• Gettysburg 
Stork ••••••• o ••••• Harvard 
T. Richie ••••••••• Haverford 
R. Richie ••••.•••• Haverford 
Olds ••••••••••••• oOberlin 
Balaniz ••••••••••• Panzer 
Shields ••••••••••• Panzer 
Firzel •••• o ••••••• Penn State 
Mandel •••••••••••• st. John's 
Weitsma ••••••••••• st. John's 
Engel ••••••••••••• st. John's 
Applegate ••••••••• San Jose State 
Donahoo ••••••••••• San Jose State 
Roberts ••••••••••• Springfield 
Positions not given: 
Nunez ••••••••••••• East Stroudsburg 
McCulloch ••••••••• East Stroudsburg 
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Stratton ••••••••• San Jose State 
Wicklow •••••••••• San Jose State 
Saylor ••••••••••• San Jose State 
Moore •••••••••••• Stanford 
White •••••••••••• Stanford 
Herman ••••••••••• Swarthmore 
Caldwell ••••••••• Swarthmore 
Davis •••••••••••• Tufts 
Reilly ••••••••••• Penn 
K. Fawcett ••••••• Yale 
G. Fawcett ••••••• Yale 
Curtiss •••••••••• Yale 
Lewis •••••••••••• Springfield 
Knecht ••••••••••• Stanford 
Harlow ••••••••••• swarthmore 
Boys ••••••••• o ••• Army 
Russell •••••••••• Army 
McKinley ••••••••• Penn 
Gonzalez ••••••••• Penn 
Weakly ••••••••••• West Chester 
deHoff .•••••••••• West Chester 
Maxwell •••••••••• Yale 
Murray ••••••••••• Yale 
Kosbell •••••••••• California 
Williams ••••••••• California 
Hibbard •••••••••• California 
Mellon ••••••••••• East Stroudsburg 




Ratzan •••••••••••• Brooklyn 
Rahe •••••••••••••• Bucknell 
Brindley •••••••••• Cornell 
Obdyke •••••••••••• Cortland 
Cooper .••••••••••• Dartmouth 
Richard ••••••••••• Gettysburg 
England ••••••••••• Harvard 
Vochl ••••••••••••• Lehigh 
Norris •••••••••••• Mass State 
Fullbacks: 
Acker ••••••••••••• Allegheny 
Winston ••••••••••• Amherst 
Condict ••••••••••• Bucknell 
Lawrence •••••••••• California 
Woods ••••••••••••• California 
Reed •••••••••••••• Cortland 
Harvey •••••••••••• Dartmouth 
Robinson •••••••••• Harvard 
Wood •••••••••••••• Mass State 
George •••••••••••• Mass State 
Flood ••••••••••••• McGill 
Cuhusac ••••••••••• McGill 
Graham •••••••••••• Penn State 
Garrett ••••••••••• Princeton 
Halfbacks: 
Barackman ••••••••• Allegheny 
Shaeffer •••••••••• Allegheny 
Ward •••••••••••••• Amherst 
Dienst •••••••••••• Bard 
Lawson •••••••••••• Brooklyn 
Aranz ••••••••••••• Brooklyn 
Thompson •••••••••• Bucknell 
Gerakares .•••••••• Bucknell 
Bermijille •••••••• Cornell 
Gidney •••••••••••• Dartmouth 
Bowlus •••••••••••• Gettysburg 
Dorman •••••••••••• Harvard 
Sharpless ••••••••• Haverford 
Whitney ••••••••••• Lehigh 
Blackburn ••••••••• Mass State 
Clark ••••••••••••• Mass State 
Minnion ••••••••••• McGill 
Owen •••••••••••••• McGill 
Hornsnall ••••••••• McGill 
Bumpus •••••••••••• Oberlin 
+1935 NCAA Guide, p. 11. 
Chosen by the Colleges 
Evelyn ••••••••• McGill 
Koch ••••••••••• Oberlin 
Bell ••••••••••• Penn State 
Stewart, ••••••• Penn 
Schechter .••••• st. John's 
Genther •••••••• Temple 
Cavanaugh •••••• Tufts 
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Masson ••••••••• San Jose State 
Krosser •••••••• St. John's 
Goldenburg ••••• st. John's 
Earle •••••••••• West Chester 
Benner ••••.•••• East Stroudsburg 
Dieffenbach •••• East Stroudsburg 
Pierson •••••••• swarthmore 
Casper ••••••••• Temple 
Zoerner, ••••••• Temple 
Syrett, •••••••• Wesleyan 
Wyend •••••••••• Western Maryland 
Elserood ••••••• Western Maryland 
Luther ••••••••• Williams 
Hebel •••••••••• Worcester Tech 
LeClerque •••••• San Jose State 
Sutliff •••••••• Penn State 
White •••••••••• Stanford 
Koehler •••••••• West Chester 
Reis ••••••••••• West Chester 
Luff ••••••••••• East Stroudsburg 
Griwert •••••••• East Stroudsburg 
Herman, •••••••• Swarthmore 
Gordon ••••••••• syracuse 
Welsh •••••••••• Syracuse 
Hewitt ••••••••• Navy 
Pinkerton, ••••• Navy 
Gimber ••••••••• Navy 
Watson ••••••••• Princeton 
Hutchinson ••••• Wesleyan 
Randall •••••••• Western Maryland 
Strasbaugh ••••• Western Maryland 
Holmes, •••••••• Western·Maryland 
Erickson ••••••• Worcester Tech 
Orth ••••••••••• Yale 
Hickman .••••••• San Jose State 
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Elcome B k 11 
••e••••••• UC ne 
Glazer k 11 •••••••••• Bue ne 
Maroin 1 •o•••o••••Buckne 1 
Hibberd ••••••••• California 
Verslius •••••••• Cornell 
Nathanson ••••••• Cornell 
Boyce ••••••••••• Cortland 
Shelmire •••••••• Dartmouth 
Lerch G b ••••••••••• ettys urg 
Stork H d •e••······· arvar 
Ritchie ••••••••• Brown 
Stokes •••••••••• Haverford 
Berg •••••••••••• Lehigh 
Hunter •••••••••• Mass State 
Davidson •••••••• Mass State 
Bielicke •••••••• Penn State 
Positions not given: 
Tolman •••••••••• Brown 
Murray •••••••••• Brown 
Gray •••••••••••• Lafayette 
Bibeau •••••••••• Lafayette 
Patterson •• 0 •••• Lafayette 
Clark ••••••••••• Lafayette 
Eleniewski •••••• Lafayette 
Winters ••••••••• Lafayette 
Matchette ••••••• Lafayette 
Forsburg •••••••• MIT 
Essley •••••••••• MIT 
Balaniz ••••••••• Panzer 
Shields ••••••••• Panzer 
Gonzalez •••••••• stanford 
Kocer ••••••••••• Rider 
Morgan •••••••••• Princeton 
Blanchard ••••••• Princeton 
Stonington •••••• Princeton 
Scott ••• o•••••••Penn 
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Gonzalez .••••••• Penn 
Leibowitz ••••••• st. John's 
McCulloch ••••••• East Stroudsburg 
Nunez ••••••••••• East Stroudsburg 
Harlow •••••••••• swarthmore 
Wiegers ••••••••• Stevens 
Hughes •••••••••• Syracuse 
Lewis ••••••••••• Tufts 
Garner •••••••••• Tufts 
Dougherty ••••••• Navy 
Miller •••••••••• Navy 
Sanderson ••••••• Navy 
Talbot .••••••••• Wesleyan 
Roxby ••••••••••• Wesleyan 
Stowell ••••••••• Williams 
Curry ••••••••••• Williams 
Borden •••••••••• Worcester Tech 
Mudgate ••••••••• Worcester Tech 
Maxwell ••••••••• Yale 
Doerr ••••••••••• San Jose State 
Main •••••••••••• san Jose State 
Gomez .•••••••••• Stanford 
Borri ••••••••••• Illinois 
McMahon ••••••••• Illinois 
Pflager, •••••••• Illinois 
Schachtman •••••• Illinois 
Rodebaugh ••••••• Illinois 
Fisher •••••••••• ursinus 
Schaeffer ••••••• Ursinus 
Applegate ••••••• San Francisco 
Hughes •••••••••• san Francisco 
Wicklow ••••••••• San Francisco 
Donoghue •••••••• San Francisco 
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New England District 
Heisler •••• Amherst 
Gephart •••• Dartmouth 
Jarina ••••• Springfield 
Chapman •••• Amherst 
Dexter ••••• Trinity 
ClllTllilings ••• Yale 
Smith •••••• Dartmouth 
Baldwin •••• Connecticut 
Schmid ••••• Springfield 
Gifford •••• Harvard 
Haines ••••• Yale 
Morris ••••• Clark 
Cochran •••• Williams 
Josephson •• Wesleyan 
Andrews •••• Brown 
Hallowell •• Amherst 
Potter ••••• Mass State 
Herskovitz.Harvard 
Deane •••••• Dartmouth 
Roberg ••••• Connecticut 
Der •••••••• Tufts 
DeCastro ••• Amherst 
+1942 NCAA Guide, pp. 45, 46. 
Southern District 
Fetters ••••••• Maryland 
Lewis ••••••••• High Poin 
Ports ••••••••• Maryland 
Andrews ••••••• Navy 
Cleveland ••••• Maryland 
Crawford •••••• Navy 
Ing ••••••••••• Duke 
Thompson •••••• Towson 
Tarbutton ••••• Western Mi 
Brown ••••••••• Davidson 
Main •••••••••• Maryland 
Sweitzer •••••• Navy 
Hancock ••••••• Western Mc 
Blair ••••••••• Western Mc 
Grafton ••••••• Maryland 
Fisher •••••••• Navy 
Robie ••••••••• Navy 
Pearce •••••••• Davidson 
Rostkowski .••• Loyola 
Denison ••••••• Virginia 
Wilson •••••••• Duke 
Ernst ••••••••• Maryland 
Fernandez ••••• Delaware 
Haines •••••••• Johns Hopi 
Schwallenberg.Loyola 
Coble ••••••••• High Point 
Jones ••••••••• Salisbury 
1942 Season+ 
All-Intercollegiate 
Middle Atlantic District 
Brewer •••••••••••• Princeton 
Howard •••••••••••• Princeton 
Close ••••••••••••• Princeton 
Evans ••••••••••••• Haverford 
Palmer •••••••••••• Princeton 
Shaeffer •••••••••• Lehigh 
Lonbana ••••••••••• Penn State 
Lorenz •••••••••••• Ternple 
Stokes •••••••••••• Haverford 
Foust .•••••••••••• Penn 
Chamberlain ••••••• Princeton 
Substitutes: 
Seigle •••••••••••• Lehigh 
Day ••••••••••••••• Haverford 
Cary •••••••••••••• Haverford 
Marsden ••••••••••• Ternple 
Bassett ••••••••••• Swarthrnore 
Etters •••••••••••• Penn State 
Matlack ••••••••••• Haverford 
Suhre .•••••••••••• Navy 
Paris ••••••••••••• Princeton 
Wiegelmesser •••••• Swarthrnore 
Hoffman ••••••••••• Lehigh 
























New England District 
Thau •••••••••••. Springfield 
Moutinho •••••••• Springfield 
Podolak ••••••••• Mass State 
Hoagland •••••••• Yale 
Hollowell ••••••• Arnherst 
Curnrnings •••••••• Yale 
Avirett ••••••••• Arnherst 
Seelye .••••••••• Arnherst 
Schrnid •••••••••• Springfield 
Gifford ••••••••• Harvard 
Gehling .•••••••• Tufts 
Hoover •••••••••• Williarns 
Harbison •••••••• Harvard 
Anderson •••••••• Yale 
Slingerland ••••• Harvard 
Carpenter ••••••• MIT 
Young ••••••••••• Dartmouth 
Caulkins •••••••• Yale 
Carlson ••••••••• Springfield 
Roberg •••••••••• Connecticut 
Eaton ••••••••••• Springfield 
Hellig •••••••••• Worcester Tech 
